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THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASH I NGTON

September 24, 1984

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

As Chairman of the Task Group on Regulation of Finan-
cial Services I am pleased to transmit its Final Report on reform
of the federal financial regulatory system.

For more than a year the Task Group reviewed recom-
mendations from its member agencies and the public. Our goal was
to develop practical proposals to strengthen the effectiveness of
federal regulation, while also encouraging competition and
reducing unnecessary costs.

Many points of view were represented in the Task Group,
and there were initial differences of opinion on many issues.
However, I am proud that the members of the Task Group reached
unanimous agreement on a comprehensive plan to improve the
system, I am also pleased that our effort was accomplished
entirely with existing staff and without any special funding.

Entitled Blueprint for Reform , the report sets forth
more than four dozen recommendations. While not addressing every
problem area, the report does propose realistic steps to simplify
the system and to improve agency accountability. If enacted by
Congress, the result will be a system better able to protect the
integrity and stability of our financial markets in future
decades.

In our view, the public would significantly benefit
from a reorganization of our federal regulatory system. Safety,
fairness and efficiency are attributes that the public interest
demands of our financial system, and our recommendations are
designed to help achieve these goals. We hope that you will
favorably review them and authorize the introduction of necessary
legislation with the Administration's strong support and the
highest legislative priority.

Sincerely,

:ge Bush
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INTRCDUCTION

In December of 1982, the Task Group on Ftegulation of Financial
Services (the "Task Group") was created to review the current federal
system for regulating financial services and to propose any desirable
legislative changes. The Task Group was chaired by Vice President George
Bush, with Secretary of the Treasury Donald T. Regan as Vice Chairman.
The Task Group's other manbers included the Attorney General, the
Director of the Office of Manageirent and Budget, the Assistant to the
President for Policy Development, the Chairman of the Council of Econonic
Advisors, the Chairmen of the Federal Reserve Board ("FRB"), Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") , Federal Hone Loan Bank Board
("FHLBB"), Securities and Exchange Ccmnission ("SBC"), Coimodity Futures
Trading Ccitinission ("CFTC") and National Credit Union Administration
("NCUA") , and the Catptroller of the Currency. Richard C. Breeden,
Deputy Counsel to the Vice President, was Staff Director for the Task
Group

.

The American financial market is the central nervous syston of the
econony. Its health and vitality have a direct impact on the
international cotpetitiveness of American products, as well as on the
level of donestic econonic activity. In addition, virtually every
consumer and conmmity is directly affected by the availability and cost
of financial services. With over 50,000 financial firms managing more
than $5 trillion in private assets, financial services is also a major
industry in its own right.

The corplexity of U.S. financial markets is matched by that of the
financial regulatory system. Financial firms or transactions are subject
to an exceedingly cotplex jurisdictional web in which authority is shared
among seven primary federal regulatory agencies, hundreds of state and
local agencies, and many special purpose organizations.

The federal regulatory system had a modest beginning v^en the Office
of the Ccnptroller of the Currency was created under President Abraham
Lincoln to establish a new system of national banks. President Lincoln's
first Cotptroller began chartering and regulating national banks in 1863
with a staff consisting of five clerks and a messenger. There is still
only one Ccnptroller, but the seven federal financial agencies new have
over 38,000 full time enployees, approximately 15,000 of whan are engaged
in regulating financial firms or related support activities. Indeed, the
OCC, FRB and FDIC together have more than 7,000 full time enployees
regulating banks, and they spend more than $2 billion every decade just
in examining banks.

This ccnplex system has grown piece by piece for more than six
generations, and it has never been ccnprehensively overhauled. As a

The Office of the Ccnptroller of the Currency ("OCC") is an agency
within the Treasury Department, v^le the other six regulatory agencies
are "independent" to varying degrees.



result, there is significant overlap and duplication in the respxDnsibil-
ities of the agencies. For exanple, five different federal agencies
handle each of antitrust issues and securities matters involving banks
and thrift institutions. Similarly, two different agencies regulate
state-chartered banks, even though all such banks are generally
equivalent from a federal regulatory perspective.

In addition to creating areas of duplication among agencies, the
current system also subjects many financial organizations to simultaneous
regulation by two or more federal agencies. For exanple, a national bank
and its parent holding ccnpany represent a single business organization,
yet that organization is supervised by both the OCC and the FPB, as well
as the SEC with respect to securities disclosure. For the private firm,
such a situation can result in the need to satisfy two different sets of
rules, field personnel, legal interpretations and so on. This prdalem is
intensified v^en agencies disagree over their cwn authority or impose
inconsistent requirements. However, because all of the financial
agencies are "independent" of direct Executive Branch authority except
for the OCC, there is no effective mechanism for coordinating and
harmonizing the activities of multiple agencies.

This fragmentation can iitpair the effectiveness of the regulatory
system in maintaining safety and soundness, especially where ultimate
responsibility for a particular problem is not clearly identified.
Inpairment can also occur where the need to coordinate actions among
too many different agencies and their field offices delays effective
supervisory action. In short, the structure of the regulatory apparatus
may in scms cases make effective supervision more difficult, as well as
result in unnecessary costs for regulated firms that are passed along to
the consumer.

Another serious problem results when regulatory programs create
artificial advantages or disadvantages for particular types of
cotpetitors . This can easily happen when banks, insurance ccnpanies,
securities firms or other types of concerns cotpete in the same product
area but are not subject to a carnion set of regulatory requirements
administered by a single agency. Ideally any particular firm should be
successful because it offers consumers the best services and prices, not
because of quirks in the maze of legal restrictions that give it an
artificial advantage over different types of carpeting firms.

Additional unnecessary costs result fron the fact that at present
sane siiiple, everyday activities are subjected to regulatory proceedings
that serve no apparent purpose. Regulations also contribute to extensive
and highly costly litigation. As both regulatory and legal costs are
ultimately paid for by the consumer, there is a significant public
interest in eliminating those that are unnecessary or counterproductive.

Finally, the existing system is designed as a "dual" federal and
state system for regulating depository institutions. Over the years,
state regulatory programs have proven invaluable in creating the
flexibility to experiment with new products or services. Often Congress
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has extended new forms of service nationwide only after one or more
states have acted as a laboratory for innovation and denonstrated the
value to the public of a new idea. Maintaining the freedcm of states to
experiirent with new ways of serving the financial needs of the public,

v^ile maintaining essential safety and soundness considerations, is a

vital ingredient in ensuring the availability of the widest variety of
products at the lowest possible cost.

T^proximately 70% of all banks (and over 50% of thrifts) are
chartered, examined and regulated by the states. However, virtually all

these firms are also subject to at least one federal agency because of
federal deposit insurance or manbership in the Federal Reserve System.
Unfortunately, in many cases the federal agencies duplicate regulatory
activities performed by the states, often in areas unrelated to
maintaining a stable financial system. This creates unnecessary costs
and may discourage the states fron playing a more active role in the

regulatory system.

The Task Group is not the first group to review many of these
issues. In fact, previous studies have proposed consolidation or
reorganization of the federal financial agencies throughout the postwar
era. However, the Task Group was not established to do yet another
academic study. Instead, the Task Group's objective was to consider the

many different alternatives proposed by previous groups, the agencies and
the public in order to develop a specific set of workable proposals for

action.

Utilizing existing staff and resources, the Task Group spent more
than a year reviewing the current system to determine if it serves the

public interest as well as possible in light of the numerous changes in

financial markets in recent years. The Task Group considered the goals
of federal regulation, various specific problems that have developed
under the existing system and a wide variety of possible changes to

strengthen and inprove the system. Throughout its work the pronotion of

the public interest was the cardinal objective, rather than the interest
of any particular agency or industry.

This Report reflects the conclusions of the Task Group members
regarding many difficult problems. It includes more than four dozen
specific reccnrendations for legislation to inprove the existing system.

These recotinendations would reduce overlap and duplication among the
regulatory agencies and eliminate many unnecessary regulatory burdens.

At the same time, however, prudent checks and balances would be
maintained, and in sane respects strengthened, to help insure a consis-
tently safe and sound financial system.

Each of the Task Group's recotinendations was unanimously adopted.
Together, they form a balanced and vrorkable program for reorganizing and
streamlining the existing federal financial regulatory system. As such.
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the recxnmendations were designed as an interdependent set of proposals
that should be considered as a whole.

The general description of the current system contained in Part I

and the sunmary of major changes proposed by the Task Group reflect a
general consensus of the Task Group members. However, each individual
member may not fully agree with every statement contained therein.
Therefore, the signatures of the Task Group members should be regarded as
an affirmation of the specific reccrmendations of the Task Group and the
general principles set forth in the Report.

Over^AJew of Recotrmendations

The overall objective of the Task Group reccmnendations is to
achieve the best possible balance of three essential goals:

o safety and soundness,

o consumer protection, and

o corpetition and efficiency.

To help achieve these goals the Task Group proposals seek to strengthen
the regulatory system by sinplifying it and inproving accountability. No
agency would be eliminated, but agency responsibilities would be
clarified, and the overall process would be streamlined. In sore areas
particular regulatory functions would be consolidated in a single agency.
In others, existing regulatory programs would be modified to reduce
unnecessary costs. Major changes in the structure of federal bank
regulation would also be irtplemented to increase efficiency and iitprove

the reliability and flexibility of the system.

Key points of the proposals include:

The three existing federal bank regulators would be reduced to
two by elminating the FDIC's role in examining, supervising
and regulating state non-member banks. A new "Federal Banking
Agency" ("FBA") would be created within the Treasury Depart-
ment, incorporating and upgrading the existing OCC. This
agency would regulate all national banks, while the FRB would
be responsible for federal regulation of all state-chartered
banks.

The regulation of bank holding cotpanies would be si±)stantially
reorganized. At present, the FRB regulates all bank holding
companies, even though a different agency usually regulates the
subsidiary bank(s) of the holding ccitpany. Under the new
system in almost all cases the agency that regulates a bank
would also supervise its parent holding ccrpany. This would
make it possible for most banking organizations to have a
single federal regulator rather than two.

The FRB would transfer its authority to establish the
permissible activities of bank holding corpanies to the new
FBA, although it would maintain a limited veto right over new

activities

.
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The FEB would cx)ntinue to supervise the holding cotpanies of
the very largest domestic banks, as well as those with signif-
icant international activities and foreign-cwned institutions.

The FDIC would be refocused exclusively on providing deposit
insurance and administering the deposit insurance system. All
its current responsibilities for environmental, consumer,

antitrust and other laws not directly related to the solvency
of insured banks would be transferred to other agencies, as

would its responsibilities for routine examination, supervision

and regulation of state non-member banks. At the same time,

the FDIC would assume new authority to review issuance of
insurance to all institutions, as well as to examine all
troi±>led institutions and saitple non-troubled firms in

conjunction with the primary supervisor. The FDIC would also
have new authority to take enforcement action against
violations of federal law concerning unsafe banking practices

in any bank examined by it v^ere the primary regulator failed

to take such action upon prior request of the FDIC.

A new program would transfer current federal supervision of

many state-chartered banks and S&Ls (and their holding

cotpanies) to the better state regulatory agencies, creating

new incentives for states to assume a stronger role in sviper-

vision.

The special regulatory system for thrifts would be maintained,

but eligibility would be based on whether an institution is

actually carpeting as a thrift, rather than on its type of

charter.

The FDIC and FSLIC would be required to establish comon
minimum capital requirements and accounting standards for

insurance purposes.

Antitrust and securities matters would each be handled by a

single agency rather than five different agencies at present.

Sore specific regulatory provisions would be sinplified to

eliminate unnecessary burden. These include existing

legislative provisions that encourage wasteful litigation, as

well as outdated application requirements in various areas that

result in substantial unnecessary paperwork.

Needless to say, the proposals of the Task Group would not guarantee

either good management by financial firms, or consistent and effective

leadership of the financial regulatory agencies. However, these

proposals would strengthen our ability to maintain a safe and sound

financial system. At the same time they would also begin to reduce many

of the unnecessary costs and burdens of the current system. As a

ocitprehensive package the proposals would represent the most significant

overhaul of our federal regulatory aparatus since the 1930s. Their

adoption would produce s\±>stantial and lasting benefits for both our

financial markets and the American public.
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PART I: THE FEDERAL FINANCIAL REGULATORY SYSTEM
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I. Overview of the Federal Systan

A. Existing Regulatory System

The financial services market of the United States is unique
throughout the world due to its size, its diversity among different types
of firms and the ccmplex range of products and services that are avail-
able. Over $5 trillion in private financial assets are handled by over
50,000 different firms, ranging in size fran small credit unions with a
few hundred dollars in assets to the largest banks with well over $100
billion in assets. Together, the financial services industry is a major
sector of the American econony, and in the aggregate it accounts for
approximately 15% of the annual gross national product. Of course the
significance of the financial services industry is even greater than its
share of GNP, as the financial system in a very real sense serves as the
central nervous system of our overall econony.

Aside from its national significance, the most striking fact about
the financial services industry is its diversity among different sizes
and types of firms. Figure 1 shews, as of December 31, 1983, the rela-
tive market share of various different types of financial firms. At that
time, ccnroercial banks collectively held approximately 35% of aggregate
financial assets, representing the largest single industry group in terms
of market share. Thrift institutions represented the second largest
group, with approximately 20% of aggregate assets, vMle insurance
corpanies followed close behind with approximately 17% of total assets.

Like the financial marketplace, the current federal financial
regulatory system is corplex, with seven primary and numerous secondary
federal regulatory agencies operating through a maze of inter-
relationships that can fairly be descritied as labyrinthine. The seven
federal agencies (which regulate many, but not all, of the different
types of firms providing financial services) are the OCC, FRB and FDIC
for banks, the FHLBB for thrifts, the NCUA for credit unions, the CFPC
for coimodities and futures firms and the SBC for securities firms.
Insurance ccttpanies, mortgage brokerage firms and other providers of
financial services are not directly regulated by the federal government.

The federal financial agencies that were matibers of the Task Group
(including the district Federal Reserve Banks and Federal Hone Loan
Banks) enploy over 37,000 personnel on a full time basis. Of this total,
approxiiretely 15,000 are engaged in activities related to the regulatory
role of these agencies, while the remainder are engaged in a variety of
activities (such as check processing or formulation of monetary policy)

2
The "primary" regulatory agencies were all members of the

Task Group, "Secondary" agencies would include agencies such as
the Department of Housing and Urban Development or Small Business
Administration which affect the financial markets directly
through loan or guarantee programs or otherwise, but which do not
directly supervise financial institutions.
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Total Private Financial Assets

Percent Held by Different Financial Service Firms
(As of 12/31/83; $ in billions)

• This figure does not include

International banking facilities,

and it is net of interbank liabilities.

Total Assets: $5,078.8 Billion
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not related to supervision or regulation. The aggregate fees, assess-
ments, interest incone or appropriations of these agencies exceed $4
billion annually (excluding the earnings of the Federal Reserve Banks and
the Federal Home Loan Banks) . In 1982 the seven agencies iitpDsed over
58.9 million hours of annual paperwork on the private sector,
representing 4.1% of the non-IRS annual paperwork of the entire federal
government

.

Under the current system, regulation of the nation's more than
14,000 CdTTiercial banking organizations is divided among the OCC, FRB,
and FDIC, state agencies, the SBC and the Justice Department as shown in
Figure 2. Banks with a national charter are regulated by the OCC.
State-chartered banks that are members (state "member" banks) of the
Federal Reserve Syston are regulated both by the FRB and their state
regulator. State-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal
Reserve System (state "non-irember" banks) are regulated both by the FDIC
(if they are federally insured) and by their state supervisory agency.

The Federal Reserve System is the largest of the agencies,
with more than 24,000 errployees on a full time basis. However,
the great majority of its personnel are engaged in functions
unrelated to direct supervision or regulation, such as check
clearing. Indeed, for calendar year 1983 the Federal Reserve
System had an estimated 2,148 full time personnel engaged in bank
supervision or regulation. For the same period the estimated
enployment for the other financial agencies was: OCC - 2,815;
FDIC - 3,475 (including more than 1,100 eitployees in its
liquidation function) ; FHLBB (including Federal Hone Loan Banks)
- 3,816; NCUA - 672; CFTC - 490; and SEC - 1,912.

4
See Figure 13 of Appendix A for a breakdown of funding by agency.

5
Sore banks are owned directly by their shareholders. In a majority

of cases, hcwever, the bank is a subsidiary of a holding ccrtpany owned by
the shareholders.

Most (but not all) carmercial banks are insured by the FDIC.

Insurance is mandatory for national and state member banks, but remains
optional for state non-member banks. Most mutual savings banks (a

state-chartered thrift institution) are also regulated by the FDIC. In

addition, in 1982 state-chartered "industrial banks" became eligible to
join the federal deposit insurance system, v^ch sane such institutions
have done. Although they possess different characteristics, these
institutions are included under the rubric of "ocnmercial" banks. To
date these institutions have generally been quite small in size,

averaging $5-10 million in total assets.
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Like banks, there are several categories of thrift institutions.
However, except for a small nuitter of state-chartered savings banks
regulated by the FDIC, all thrifts are regulated by the FHLBB. There are
a total of approximately 3,500 thrift institutions, and thrifts had 30%
of total bank and thrift assets as of December 31, 1983. Thrifts and
their holding ccnpanies are more evenly distributed according to size
than banks. Also unlike banks, few thrifts are organized in holding
cotpany form. Like banks there are two different types of thrift
holding ccnpanies, but unlike the bank system "unitary" and "multiple"
thrift holding ccnpanies operate under substantially different regulatory
restrictions. Numerous other regulatory differences exist between banks
and thrifts, as well as between depository and non-depository firms.

"Thrift institutions" and "thrifts" are generic terms that include
several different types of Federal or state-chartered institutions
originally designed to pronote thrift or savings by ordinary citizens.
Savings and loan associations (almost evenly divided between state and
federal charter) corprise over 91% of the number of thrift institutions,
and hold approximately 81% of aggregate thrift assets. Mutual savings
banks represent the other basic category of thrift institution, and as of
year-end 1983 they held approximately 19% of total thrift assets. Prior
to the Gam-St Germain Act of 1982 there were no federally-chartered
savings banks, as the FHLBB did not have authority to issue any charters
other than for savings and loan associations. The state-chartered mutual
savings banks have assumed a variety of different forms (and names) in
different states, and the states have been issuing savings bank charters
for over 100 years. By year end 1983 there were 143 savings banks
operating under federal charter.

See Figures 15 and 16 in ^^pendix A for the distribution of assets
among different types of thrift institutions and for all banks and
thrifts coitiined. As of December 31, 1983 thrift institutions had
aggregate assets of $988 billion, ccrpared with approximately $2.3
trillion for connercial banks. The total number of thrift institutions
has fallen significantly in recent years. Indeed, the number of members
of the Federal Heme Loan Banks has declined fron a peak of 5,053 in 1965

to only 3,407 at year end 1983. This represents a reduction of over 33%,

with a 20% drop in the number of such institutions since 1980 alone.

12
This is largely attributable to the very large percentage

(approximately 75%) of thrift institutions that have traditionally been
organized in the mutual form of ownership. Another factor is the

traditionally broad investment powers of thrift service corporations
v^ch have been utilized instead of holding ccrpanies for engaging in a
wide range of financial, and non-financial activities. As thrifts
convert fron the mutiial to stock form of ownership, which is occurring in

increasing numbers, the use of thrift holding ccrpanies can be expected
to increase significantly. The distribution of thrifts and their holding
ccnpanies by asset size is shewn in Figures 19 and 20 of J^pendix A,
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B. The Iitpact of Deregulation on Financial Institxitions

During recent years American financial markets have seen significant
experimentation with new products and services, the emergence of a large
nuniber of new cotpetitors that have not been historically associated with
traditional financial activities and numerous ccitibinations among previ-
ously distinct types of financial firms. The pace of change has been
rapid, and evolution in the marketplace does not appear to have ended.

Many of the changes that have occurred stem from changes in our
underlying econony associated with inflation and the resultant higher
level of interest rates that have affected the way consumers and busi-
nesses manage their financial assets. Higher interest rates and changing
technology have, perhaps more than any other factors, created new market
needs and opportunities that were unknown v*ien the basic federal legisla-
tive structure was enacted decades ago.

With an increased awareness among consumers and businesses of the
profits that can accrue fron effective management of funds, the previous
system of interest rate ceilings on depository institutions became
untenable. At an increasingly rapid pace as market rates increased,
consumers and businesses moved hundreds of billions of dollars fron
depository institutions to instruments offering market rates of return.
In addition, the application of these ceilings seriously discriminated
against savers of ordinary means, vrfio were denied an opportunity to
receive market rates v^le rates for large savers were never limited by
federal controls. As a result, federal controls on interest rates for
time deposits have been largely eliminated through a series of legisla-
tive and regulatory steps over the past few years.

Thus the liability side of depository institution balance sheets has
been largely "deregulated," although bank and thrift institutions ranain
some of the most extensively regulated businesses in America. Extensive
controls remain on the types of financial and other products v^ch such
firms may offer, the locations at which they may operate, interest rates
they may charge customers (established by the various states) , mergers or
acquisitions involving such firms and many, many other areas. Thus,
v^le interest rates have been decontrolled, our banking system as a
v*iole has not been "deregulated."

Sane analysts believe that in the future financial services com-
panies will offer an increasingly wide array of customer services.
Certainly several leading financial institutions have already moved
substantially in this direction. As another exaitple of this trend, some

13
It continues to be unlawful to pay interest on demand deposits,

such as traditional checking accounts maintained by small businesses and
consumers. The time value of funds in such accounts is at least
partially conpensated through payment of "iitplicit" interest in the form
of lower service charges, free or low cost accounts or other benefits to
depositors.
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observers note recent legislation that has substantially broadened the
powers of thrift institutions and suggest that in the future these
entities will beccme substantially similar to camercial banks. In
addition, Congress is considering Adrninistration-sponsored legislation to
reduce the current restrictions on the types of financial products that
may be offered by bank holding ccnpanies. Ratioval of current restric-
tions against bank ccnpetition in various financial product areas would
permit the further developnent of broader-based financial institutions
canbining banking and other financial services.

While it is impossible to predict with certainty the futiore struc-
ture of the markets for financial services, sane observers disagree that
the financial services industry v/ill be characterized by ccninonality or
hcmogenization. These observers cite the enormous and rich diversity of
our population, ccnmunities and regions, and argue that a responsive and
carpetitive financial services industry will continue to reflect both
historic industry developments and the continuing variety of financial
needs in the nation. Inter-industry ccrpetition will continue and should
be encouraged, according to this view, but vstiile sane firms will provide
the "supermarket" spectrum of services, many if not most firms will
continue to concentrate their activities in one or more specialized
geographic or product areas.

In addition to the differences of opinion concerning the shape of
future markets, there is also a significant divergence of views concern-
ing the role government should play in this process. In the five decades
since the 1930' s, federal government policy has been largely interven-
tionist, iitposing restrictions on financial markets to limit entry,

control prices and establish and maintain relatively rigid and artificial
forms of market segmentation. Federal controls on interest rates and
legislative creation of various areas of restricted ccrpetition (through

statutes such as the Glass-Steagall Act) helped to stabilize the chaotic

marketplace conditions that follcwed the stock market crash of 1929 and
the wave of bank failures that occurred over the succeeding few years.

However, many ctoservers also believe these actions were more restrictive

of corpetition than necessary to protect safety and soundness.

One result of unnecessary restrictions on financial corpetition is

that consumers are forced to, in effect, subsidize financial services

firms or other custoners (e.g. depositors si±isidizing borrowers in the

case of thrift institutions under interest rate controls) . Nevertheless,

many observers believe strongly that the Federal government should
overrule the free market to achieve a variety of policy objectives, such

as decentralization of the financial system, even if the result may be
higher prices for the public and a less efficient financial system.

Other observers believe that carpetitive forces rather than govern-
ment agencies or laws should be allowed to structure the marketplace. In

this view unrestrained entry into financial services markets will produce
efficient markets, free of the distortions and inefficiencies that are
usually created by government attenpts to organize market activity. Many
of these observers believe that the appropriate focus of government
should be to promote efficient, carpetitive itarkets by prohibiting
negative practices (such as monopolization, fraud, inadequate disclosure
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or c^italization, etc.). According to this view, social priorities
(such as providing residential hone financing, reinvestment in declining
urban areas or other exanples) would best be achieved by creating direct
incentives through the tax system rather than through indirect and far
less efficient "regulatory" induo^nents. These dbservers believe that
institutions should have the maximum possible degree of flexibility to
determine their own business activities in light of market conditions and
cdtpetition, with govemnent rules restricted to those necessary to
prevent unfair ccrpetition and to encourage, but not require, favored
types of activities.

While the precise details of the future cannot be known, three broad
sets of future market changes will probably occur, and these changes are
likely to be particularly relevant to questions of the federal regulatory
structure.

First , most federal restrictions on pricing by depository institu-
tions will end. Indeed, federal price controls on interest rates for
time deposits have already been virtually eliminated. Because of the
enormous benefits for consumers, this process can be expected to
continue, including the eventual elimination of the prohibition against
payment of interest on demand deposit accounts. Legislated controls on
interest rates for borrowers will also presumably be largely removed to
reflect the variable market rates of interest financial institutions iiust

now pay for deposits.

Second , the distinctions between different types of depository
institutions, and between depository and other financial services insti-
tutions, will continue to fade. The Gam-St Germain Act greatly expanded
the bank-like powers of thrift institutions, while retaining the legal
distinction of these institutions as a separate industry. This Act built
tpon the expansion of powers initiated by the Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980. Many new state laws in

recent years have also significantly expanded the permissible activities

of state-chartered credit unions, thrift institutions and banks. Accord-
ingly, many of the purely legal distinctions between the traditional
categories of depository institutions have disappeared, although many
individual institutions will almost certainly continue to specialize in

particular products or services. In addition, depositories will increas-

ingly enter activities traditionally limited to investment banking,

brokerage and insurance firms, and vice-versa.

This process has already proceeded to a significant degree both
directly and iixiirectly. Even now, several major investment banking
firms have acquired banks as affiliates by limiting the activities of
these institutions in a manner necessary to avoid the definition of

"bank" under federal law relating to bank holding ccnpanies. While
legislation now before Congress may alter their legality, these limited
purpose "nonbank banks" have also been used by banks to avoid federal

restrictions against geograpMc diversification. Similarly, insurance
ccppanies (vMch are not regulated at the federal level) have, like
investment banJcing firms, also acquired limited purpose banks, together
with securities brokerage and underwritdng firms and other providers of
financial services. Finally, hundreds- of banJcs have moved aggressively
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into the securities brokerage business through operation of "discount"

brokerage facilities, vAiich the Supreme Court has held does not violate
the Glass-Steagall Act v*iere conducted by a holding oarpany non-banking

subsidiary.

Third , depository institutions will continue to expand their geo-

graphic scc^je of operations through increased electronic services,

e3q)ansion of subsidiary activities, acquisitions of failed institutions,

changes in state laws and possibly federal regulatory changes. Indeed,

sane of the nation's largest banks and thrifts have already made inter-

state acquisitions of failing firms, vAiile many states have passed or
have under active consideration new legislation to reduce barriers

against in-state and out-of-state bank carpetition. In fact, after
decades of geogre^hic segmentation of the American banking industry, the

states have now begun an extremely rapid move to interstate banJcing, at

least initially on a regional basis. Regional reciprocal state laws have

been subject to legal challenge, and they raise serious policy concerns

as well. However, market realities make this trend likely to continue,

even without new federal legislation, until many current geographic

restraints on carpetition are eventually removed.

To the extent they occur the foregoing changes will tend to

intensify the difficulties of the existing regulatory system in providing

equitable and consistent regulatory treatment of financial institutions.

They will also cause increasingly severe prcfclems of conflicting
regulatory policies and dviplication, as more and more institutions becone

subject to multiple regulatory agencies. Without modification the

current system is prcibably incapable of resolving the conflicts and

inequities that have already occurred among financial institutions, and

such problems can only be expected to worsen over time.

In sum, ongoing and prospective changes in the econotdc environment

and the product and geographic diversification of depository institutions

appear to increase the desirability of reform of the regulatory struc-

ture. Hitler interest rates increase the need for consumers to manage

their funds more actively, and increase the possible cotpetitive conse-

quences of differences in regulatory treatment of different types of

firms. Product diversification may eiqjand the non-banking responsibil-

ities of bank regulators, such as over securities activities, to an

imdesirable degree. Geographic diversification may enhance the desir-

ability of consistent substantive regulation for firms operating across

state lines, as well as increasing the need for consistency among the

various chartering authorities.

As of July 20, 1984, there were 12 states (mostly in New England

and the Southeast) that had passed national or regional interstate

banking laws. The majority of the laws permit interstate banking on a

regional, reciprocal basis only, but Maine and Alaska permit national,

nonreciprocal interstate banking. Reciprocal interstate banking bills

were introduced in many other states during 1984, with future enactment

possible during the next few years.
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In the face of potential changes to the market environment, scrie

observers argue that existing restrictions on entry and ccrpetition in
various financial businesses should be strengthened, often in the name of
safety and soundness. While each separate area must be reviewed in light
of its individual merits, several generalizations can be made. First,
segmentation of financial markets may increase rather than decrease risks
to the banking system by preventing opportunities for financial firms to
diversify their earnings to reduce exposure to cyclical econcmic condi-
tions. Second, arbitrary limitations on cotpetitive activities may
freeze inefficiencies and unnecessary costs into the econony, \4rLle at
the same time making it harder to attract equity capital to businesses
operating under the greatest restrictions. Finally, previous experience
suggests that banks, securities firms and other financial firms will
develop new techniques by which to evade regulations preventing econon-
ically efficient behavior. Indeed, the higher the costs of regulation
beccme, the greater the incentive is to devise means by v^ch to evade
such restrictions. Consequently, it may be difficult if not iitpossible

practically to prohibit efficient markets, even if it were somehow
determined to be in the public interest to do so.

In response to such factors, the regulatory system can be reformed
through a cotibination of (i) agency reorganization, (ii) transfers of
regulatory authority among agencies and (iii) elimination of outdated or
unnecessary regulatory controls on particular activities in order to make
it more efficient, fair and effective. Indeed, with a significantly more
ccnpetitive environment characterized by a variety of both specialized
and diversified institutions, there will be a much greater need for a

syston that can flexibly acccntiodate new products and services and
technological developments. At the same time there renains a need to

provide consistency and uniformity in the regulatory treatment of finan-

cial institutions to guarantee maintenance of a safe and sound financial

system.

C. Need for Regulatory Relief and Reorganization

Under the current system of Federal regulation, the type and nature

of regulatory requironents varies significantly among different types of

institutions. This situation has developed largely because the regula-

tory systen developed over a long period of time in a series of piecemeal

steps responding to various specific problems.

As the financial system became more ccnplex in response to the

growth of the American econony, new types of financial intermediaries and

products emerged. The regulatory system was gradually adjusted to

accotinodate such developments, as well as in response to periodic crises

or financial system difficulties. In seme cases this occurred through

the creation of new agencies, vdiile in other cases it resulted in expan-
sion of responsibilities for an existing agency. As a result, the
regulatory structure can really only be explained as a result of its

evolution, and the system has never been ccrprehensively overhauled to

ensure that the various constituent parts vrork both coherently and
efficiently.
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Recent trends in the financial system as a whole have highlighted
existing and potential problems with the current regulatory structure.

These include:

1. Differential Treatment . As many types of institutions and the

products that they offer have becane more similar and cone into increas-

ingly direct ccnpetition with one another, differences in regulatory
controls are much more likely to influence artificially the behavior of
savers, investors or consumers. The iitpact of ncv^-discontinued federal

interest rate ceilings demonstrated that differences in regulatory
programs alone may be sufficient to induce significant shifts of consianer

behavior, and thereby to alter materially the opportunities of the

carpeting institutions. These interest rate controls also may have had a

disproportionate iitpact on the cost structure of depository institutions

by creating incentives for such finns to develop expensive networks of
branches in order to ccnpete for lew-cost deposits.

In addition to altering ccnpetitive advantages artificially, differ-

ences among regulatory agencies that have caimon or overlapping jurisdic-

tion may prevent transactions that might otherwise occur or sharply

increase costs that are passed along to the consumer. This can result

fron the need for a single firm to ccrply with conflicting government

policies or to obtain multiple approvals from different agencies for the

same transaction.

Finally, differential regulation can result in inequitable treatment

of firms carpeting in the same market, as well as possibly differing

levels of protection of the public. For exairple, it is fundamentally

unfair to banks to permit camunity groups or catpetitors to protest the

opening of a new bank office, a bank merger or a new type of holding

carpany activity, while securities firms, insurance ccnpanies and other

direct bank catpetitors are iitinune fron any such proceedings. Similarly,

permitting banks or thrifts to offer securities for sale to the public

without registration with the SEC under the Securities Act of 1933, as

required for every other type of issuing carpany, could result in unfair

treatment of the unsuspecting investor not aware of this potential "gap"

in regulatory protection.

2. Excessive Regulatory Controls . In sotie areas particular

regulatory requirements, whether created by statute or regulations, may

iitpose costs that far exceed any public benefits derived therefrati. For

exanple, certain depository institutions are currently required to obtain

advance regulatory approval before opening new offices, forming holding

ccnpanies or engaging in other types of routine "corporate housekeeping"

transactions. Many requiratients for advance government approval could be

abandoned in favor of autanatic permission to conduct such activities,

subject to veto by the appropriate regulator due to specific SYgervisory

problems, while other approval processes could be streamlined.

15
'For exaitple, in calendar years 1980-82, the FDIC and FRB

(Footnote Continued)
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The current system may also inpose inordinately biirdensone record-
keeping or information collection requirements, excessive or ambiguous
disclosure obligations and many other highly detailed controls which
result in substantial costs to borrowers, savers or investors.
Regulatory controls may be excessive both with respect to particular
types of transactions (e.g. mergers or formation of holding corpanies)

,

as well as basic operations of certain types of institutions (e.g. bank
regulation in general) . In addition to unnecessarily raising the cost of
financial services to the public, excessively broad regulatory controls
may reduce the effectiveness of supervisory programs by so broadening the
scope of a regulator^' agency's activities that it becores difficult for
the agency to fully concentrate on the really significant problems.

3. Overlap and Duplication . In sane areas the jurisdictions of
regulatory agencies may in fact overlap so that a single private firm is
subject to concurrent regulation by two or more federal agencies. Such
firms may then be forced to adhere to multiple sets of operating require-
ments, accounting or recordkeeping policies and reporting obligations, as
well as being subjected to multiple examinations or supervisory reviews.
Such duplication may consume significant eitployee and officer time, as
well as require unnecessarily large expenditures for internal or external
professional services.

(Footnote Continued)
considered a total of 3,652 applications frcm state-chartered
institutions to open branches. Of these applications, virtually all of
which had already been reviewed by state regulators, only 11 were denied.
This overall approval rate of 99.7% suggests that it would be far irore
efficient to eliminate any requirement for federal branch approval except
\^^ere the appropriate agency determines that special supervisory
considerations warrant inposing restrictions on a particular firm. Such
a change in procedures would eliminate thousands of routine applications
and their unnecessary paperwork, vdiile preserving the government's
ability to act in the exceedingly rare cases v^en this may be necessary.

For exanple, a state-chartered non-member bank with a one-bank
holding ccrrpany is examined by the FDIC (for the bank) and FRB (for the
holding corpany) , its state regulator and its own private accountants,
often all in the same year. In the aggregate, the federal financial
regulatory agencies spent $237 million on examinations alone during 1982,
with the three bank agencies accounting for $173 million of this total.
Of course this figirre significantly understates the total cost of
examinations, as it does not include the expenditures of state regulatory
agencies or the expenses of the firms subject to examination. As
described by one bank, "1983 was a prime exanple of the needless
duplication of examinations under the current program. In mid-April a
team of state examiners spent two weeks here. In early November eleven
Federal Reserve examiners spent two weeks here. In December our CPA firm
did its annual ' thing ' . The . . . Bank has twelve full time employees
and ended 1983 with $13,000,000 in assets." That institution calculated
that its expenses in connection with its 1983 examinations equalled 13%
of the net income of the bank.
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Probably the most prevalent exaitples of concurrent regulation curise

in the regulation of bank holding ccnpanies. Under the current systan,
virtually all banking organizations (a bank with a holding ccitpany) are
si±)ject to two different federal regulators. Thus, the OCC and FDIC
regulate national and non-member banks, respectively, v^ile the FEB
regulates the holding cotpany of any such h>ank. Splitting the regulation
of the overall organization in this manner is particularly hard to
justify in the typical case v^ere the bank holding ccnpany does not
engage in any non-banking activities, or where the subsidiary bank holds
virtually all the consolidated assets of the organization.

In addition to the concurrent jurisdiction of the bank and holding
ccitpany regulator, there may also be overlap in the regulation of holding
ccnpany subsidiaries. For exanple, the securities broker-dealer or
futures ccmnission merchant subsidiaries of bank holding ccrpanies are
subject to concurrent regulation by both the Federal Reserve and the SBC
or CFTC, respectively. Because there is no statutory priority as to which
agency's regulations or policies should prevail in the event of conflict,
there is a possibility of both wasteful duplication and open conflict
between regulators.

4. Agency Responsiveness . For a variety of reasons, significant
delays may occur in obtaining regulatory approval for otherwise permis-
sible transactions or activities. For example, delays may be created
because of confusion as to whether a given agency has jurisdiction, or in
resolving opposing viewpoints of two or more agencies which possess
concurrent jurisdiction. This problem has manifested itself in recent
years regarding the appropriate definition of "bank" for purposes of the
Bank Holding Corpany Act, with conflicting interpretations adopted by the
OCC, FRB and FDIC.

Delays also occur when agencies decide to consider applying
particular "policies" to transactions or situations not expressly subject
to a statutory provision. For exanple, the FHLBB delayed various
applications to acquire S&Ls by securities underwriters for a lengthy
period while reviewing the inplications of applying the policy of the
Glass-Steagall Act (though not technically applicable) and prohibiting
such transactions. Similarly, applications to the FRB by several holding
catpanies to acquire state-chartered banks with insurance powers in South
Dakota were withdrawn fron consideration by the applicants at the
suggestion of the FRB in order to give Congress time to consider legisla-
tion with respect to the issue.

In such situations the regulatory agency may be caught between the

absence of express statutory restrictions against a particular trans-
action and a desire to maintain v^t the agency believes to be the
"spirit" of existing legislation. However, where the federal statutory
provisions are seriously outdated, it may be virtually irtpossible to
determine Congressional "intent," since the market situation at issue may
not even have been foreseeable by Congress. Lacking any new
Congressional direction, the agencies in such a situation must fashion an
appropriate action from agency "policy." However, v^ere agency actions
are guided by self-defined policy rather than express provisions of law,

serious biirdens can be created for private parties vitieie they are unable
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to predict agency actions or where agency "policy" changes substantially
(and often abruptly) follaving tcp agency personnel changes. The result
can be sharply higher overhead costs that must be passed along to the
consumer or absorbed, as veil as slower development of new products or
forms of service for the public.

Regulatory delays may represent a significant burden for institu-
tions which seek to respond to cotpetitive developments with new products
or to t^e advantage of spsecific business opportunities through acquisi-
tions. In addition to raising the costs of individual transactions or
deterring them entirely, general regulatory policies of an agency or
express statutory requirements may also raise the cost of normal opera-
tions through unnecessary papjerwork, contested hearings by carpetitors or
in other ways. As well as pjenalizing the consumer through higher costs
or fewer alternatives for services, the costs of delays and reporting
requirements may also have a disproportionately severe inpact on smaller
institutions

.

5 . Difficulties in Managaiient of Shared Responsibilities . The
existing allocation of agency responsibilities frequently requires that
several agencies cooperate Vi^en addressing certain financial institution
issues. Problems of failing institutions, the supervision of bank
holding conpanies and their subsidiaries, mergers and acquisitions,
efforts to develop inter-agency uniformity in examinations and the
deregulation of interest rate controls are all cases in point. At times
problesns of inter-agency coordination may unnecessarily delay favorable
resolution of such issues, inposing needless costs on the institutions
and their custoners or undermining confidence in the financial system.

The current division of supervision for banks and their related
holding ccrpany affiliates between two sepjarate agencies may result in

inadequate coordination in supervisory cases, as well as resulting in a

certain degree of duplication in regulatory effort. As with divided
supervision of a chain of banks under comon ownership, the division of

jurisdiction over a bank and its holding conpany could result in inade-

quate supervisory appreciation of the condition of the integrated orga-

nization, although in seme cases the ability of a different agency to

provide a "second opinion" on the status of a very large organization
could also provide an extra element of useful si^ervisory review.

For exaitple, a full-service securities firm and a bank holding

coipany might each be interested in acquiring a particular financial

corpany, such as a mortgage banking or consumer finance corpany.

Although under current law the bank holding cotpany could not corplete

the acquisition without prior approval fron the FRB (vMch could require

three months or more to obtain) , the securities firm would be free to

ccnplete the acquisition without any government approval. The securities

firm would also be free to oppose the bank holding corpany ' s application

for permission to acquire the cotpany in question fron the FRB. It is

reasonable to expect that because of the uncertainties and delay inherent
(Footnote Continued)
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6. Overlap and Conflict Between State and Federal Requirements .

Because of the dioal system for chartering and si:^rvising depository
institutions, seme Federal controls over state-chartered entities may
represent an unnecessary layer of regulation, and an area v^ere greater
deference could be given to state regulatory responsibilities. Unlike
national banks, for exanple, in many cases state-chartered banks are
svibjected to examination by both state and federal regulatory agencies.
Similarly, in most cases state-chartered depository institutions must
obtain regulatory ^proval for branch locations, trust powers, acqui-
sitions and other transactions from both state and federal agencies,
while federally-chartered institutions must only obtain one such
approval. Particularly with smaller depository institutions, the federal
supervisory authorities could rely to a far greater degree than presently
occurs on examinations by state agencies or even private accountants as
occurs in several European nations. While specific federal laws
applicable to state banks must be enforced, such enforcement could be
delegated to capable state agencies as occurs with many federal health
and safety, environmental, and other statutes.

D. Previous Reorganization Proposals

Since the late 1930s numerous proposals have been put forward by
both governmental bodies and private groups for reorganization of the
Federal agencies regulating ccrmercial banks and other depository insti-
tutions. For example, in 1949 the Cannmission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of Government (the Hoover Ccmnission) suggested that:

(1) the OCC more properly belonged under the FRB than in the Treasury
Department; (2) the functions of the FDIC should be transferred to the

FRB; and (3) all Federal bank supervision should be ccmbined, preferably
in the FRB. Similarly, in 1961 the Cormission on Money and Credit
recommended that the supervisory functions of the OCC and the FDIC be
transferred to the FRB.

In 1975, the FINE Study of the House Banking Cortrdttee reccrmended
the creation of a "super-agency" to combine all the supervisory and
examination functions of the FDIC, FRB, OCC, FHLBB and NCUA. This
proposal would have centralized jurisdiction over all state and
federally-chartered depository institutions in a single, and much larger,

federal agency.

Throughout the late 1970s, the Senate Banking Coimittee considered
legislation introduced by Senator William Proxmire to remove all regula-

tory authority from the FRB and to transfer such authority to a new
independent bank conmission. Under Senator Proxmire 's proposed legis-
lation the OCC and FDIC would have been merged into this new agency,

thereby creating a single consolidated agency to charter, regulate and
insure all banks in the United States. While such an agency would wield

(Footnote Continued)
in its offer, the bank holding ccnpany \Arould be forced to offer a higher
price for the same ccnpany than the non-bank purchaser.
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enormous pcwer, under that proposal oversight authority for this super-
agency would have been largely vested in the relevant Congressional
cxxtmittees rather than the elected government.

In contrast to the studies recatinending consolidation of federal
bank regulation, in 1971 the President's Cannission on Financial Struc-
ture and Regulation (the "Hunt Cannission") reconmended that federal
regulation of banks be divided among two separate agencies, based on
v^ether a bank had a federal or state charter. More specifically, the
Hunt Comdssion reccmnended that (1) an "Administrator of National Banks"
should assume the supervisory duties of the OCC; (2) an "Administrator of
State Banks" should assume the supervisory responsibilities of the FPB
and the FDIC; and (3) a "Federal Deposit Guarantee Administration" should
assume the insurance responsibilities (v^le maintaining separate insur-
ance funds) of the FDIC, Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
(FSLIC) and National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF)

.

The reorganization proposals enumerated above, although by no means
exhaustive, suggest the scope and nature of the proposals for Federal
regulatory reorganization to date. However, the repeated failure of
proposals to consolidate the depository institution regulators suggests
the extrane sensitivity of such plans for the many varied (and often
diametrically opposed) interest groups. These include state and federal
bank regulators; large and small banks, thrifts and credit unions; and
depository and non-depository institutions.

This history of consolidation proposals suggests that attempts to
achieve a single consolidated bank or depository institution regulator,
irrespective of the specific details, may be so much at variance with our
history and tradition in regulating financial institutions as to be not
enactable by the Congress. This suggests that proposals to reorganize
the responsibilities of the agencies along more coherent and corprehen-
sive lines are more likely to serve as a practical starting point for

modernization of the system than more ambitious plans for ccrplete
centralization. Finally, v^ile previous proposals have generally cen-
tered on depository institutions, ongoing developments in the financial

, services markets suggest that many of the regulatory problems described
^bove may now pertain to non-depository financial institutions as well.

18
In 1981, legislation (S.1721) was proposed which would have

consolidated the FDIC, FSLIC and the NCUSIF into one Federal deposit
insurance fund as proposed by the Hunt Cannission.
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II. Goals and Objectives for Regulatory Change in the 80 's

A. Goals of Financial Regulation

In recent years borrowers and lenders have been subject to both a

higher degree of risk due to more volatile econonic conditions and the
rigidities of a financial regulatory system that was created in a differ-
ent era for a different set of problems. In response to these new
conditions, the market has introduced new financial instruments and new
ways of doing business. Supporting this growth in new product and
service offerings have been major developments in cotinunications and
coiputer technology that have not only reduced financial transaction
costs but also enabled new financial instruments to ccmpete efficiently
in a variety of product markets and irrespective of geographic proximity.

The rapid pace of change in U.S. financial markets has raised fears

of two kinds. On the one hand, a cumbersone regulatory system raises
costs and may unnecessarily slew the rate of innovation. Lack of ade-
quate flexibility in the regulatory system may both irrpair the competi-
tiveness of particular types of firms and undermine overall safety and
soundness by fostering inefficiency or predatory ccrpetition from less

regulated firms. On the other hand, excessive division of regulatory
responsibility to promote flexibility may create such a confused and
diverse pattern of responsibilities that regulatory effectiveness may be

inpaired and inequities may proliferate.

In fact, the p\±ilic's interest in a safe, sound and competitive
financial system can be significantly iirpaired if the regulatory system
is too greatly centralized to be flexible or too fragmented to be coher-

ent or manageable. In this situation the regulatory system must balance
often conflicting considerations to best serve the overall pi±)lic inter-

est. This in turn requires an appreciation of the broad goals that

financial regulation should be designed to acccrtplish.

1. Stability of the Financial System

Without question, stability of the financial systen is a paramount

goal of financial regulation. The world's financial markets are tightly
interconnected, and the sudden failure of one institution, especially one
of significant size, could rapidly iitpair the viability of numerous

imrelated institutions, both in this country and abroad. Without govern-

ment systems to provide liquidity to financial institutions and to

guarantee protection of deposits to certain levels, the failure of a

single institution could spread into a more generalized crisis or col-

lapse of public confidence in the overall financial system. Crises in

financial markets and widespread bankruptcies of financial firms have

historically been associated with serious recessions or even depressions,

and financial disorder can also lead to inflation, destroying the value

of the currency.

Because of these factors, demonstrated by the bitter experiences of

the 1930s, the federal regulatory system was designed to assure the

stability of the U.S. financial system under all circumstances. This
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cxxmdtment is especially manifest in the regulation of depository insti-
tutions, where federal deposit insurance and liquidity lending facilities
represent a government support system unique aiiong financial firms.

Nothing that has occurred in the last 50 years has reduced in the
slightest the public interest in a stable and secure financial system.
While sane would debate whether more or less regulation is the best
method of achieving a stable system, this debate should not obscure the
fundamental public importance of a stable and secure system, or of the
Federal government's absolute camutment to achieving this goal. If
anything, the recent events involving the Continental Illinois National
Bank, the nation's eighth largest bank, underscore both the continuing
necessity of a safe and sound banking syston, as well as the deter-
mination of the federal government to act \A\en necessary to preserve the
overall system against sudden destabilization.

Determining hew best to achieve and maintain a safe and sound
financial system, especially through irtprovements to the regulatory
structure, is xonquestionably the most inportant issue of public policy
reviewed by the Task Group. However, while stability of the financial
system is a paramount goal, regulatory programs should be designed to
achieve stability of the system , rather, than attenpting to protect every
individual private firm from failure. The goal is not a system in v^ch
financial firms never fail, as this could only be achieved through public
subsidies, but rather one in which failures that do occur do not inpair
the stability of the financial systoii as a whole.

Probably no single area is as central to guaranteeing a stable
financial system, as the integrity and soundness of the U.S. banking
system. Banks hold by far the largest portion of private financial
assets, and they also have an inportant role in both the payments system
and the transmission of monetary policy.

Both federal deposit insurance and the discount lending facilities
of the Federal Reserve were designed to assure public confidence in the

banking system and to protect depositors v^en bank failures occur. They

also symbolize the extraordinary public support for the banking system
and represent two key mechanisms for government intervention to maintain
stability in the banking system.

While it is easy to articulate the overriding government policy of a

safe and sound banking system, it is much more difficult to design a

supervisory and regulatory syston "best" able to achieve this goal. This

is true because, among other things, the basic business of bank lending
necessarily requires banks to assume significant risks.

In the course of their lending activities, banks take credit risks
with a duration of years in many cases. Whether the borrcwer is an

individual, a corporation or even a government entity, the bank must make
a judgment vdiether future conditions will be such that the borrcwer will
be able to repay the loan, and this judgment is subject to all the

unforeseen events that may shape domestic or foreign economies. Regu-
latory controls such as lending limits, capital ratios and bad debt
reserves are designed to insure that credit risks are diversified, and
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that the bank has adequate resources to absorb losses that may occur.
Nevertheless, so long as banks lend funds to borrowers the banking
business necessarily involves substantial risks that are generally
greater than found in most other financial activities. Because of the
degree of credit risk necessarily involved, for exanple, corporate
lending by banks is inherently more risky than any type of strictly
brokerage activity, v^ether involving real estate, insurance or securi-
ties, so long as the broker is not acting as a principal.

In addition to credit risks, banks often must assume a degree of
interest rate risk. This occurs because of the relatively short-term
nature of their deposit liabilities and the relatively long-term nature
of seme of their loan assets.

Because banking is siabject to significant ccrpetition frcm non-bank
firms in most product areas, regulatory controls that are too stringent
will inpair the health of the banking system by weakening its ocnpetitive
position and undermining its efficiency. These factors in turn WDxild

tend to result in higher earnings for non-bank ccitpetitors, with a
gradual decline of condition for banks. On the other hand, regulation
that is too lax may also lead to a weakening of the banking system, as
sane institutions will be terpted to seek out speculative gains vAiile

relying on government protection in the event of adverse results. The
enormous size of sane institutions also means that the failure of certain
individual firms could inpair the stability of the overall banking
system, v^ch the government must inevitably be prepared to support.

Because of these factors, assuring a safe and sound banking system
necessarily requires a balancing of the need for effective regulatory
oversight and the dangers of excessive regulation. In arriving at an
appropriate balance it must also be kept in mind that regulations can
jeopardize the safety and stability of the entire financial system v*ere
they artificially restrict cotpetition or induce regulated firms to
engage in activities that may be inefficient except for regulatory
considerations. Indeed, by prohibiting diversification through activ-
ities that are often less risky than banJcing, and by confining banking to
narrow geographic areas, regulatory controls can actually have an adverse
effect on safety and soundness and the overall health of the banking
system.

2. Consumer Protection

Consumer protection is another of the principal purposes and objec-
tives of government financial regulation. Indeed, consumer protection is

19
Many observers also argue that even underwriting of corporate

equity securities is in many respects less risky than corporate lending,
as the market exposure of an underwriter is generally less than a single
day, and can in any event be hedged in financial futtures markets. By
contrast, bank loans once made are relatively illiquid and their credit
risk cannot be hedged. While not necessarily involving greater risks
than normal bank lending, securities and caimodities activities certainly
involve different types of risks that may require different types of

expertise or leverage fran those typically associated with banking.
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especially inportant in less regulated markets because a significantly
greater variety of products are likely to be available to consumers than
is true under more rigid regulatory conditions. Without government
standardization of financial products or interest rate ceilings, for
exairple, full and accurate disclosure of the specific terms and prices of
financial products and services becones even more inportant than would be
true in a more highly regulated market.

Maintaining financial stability is, of course, a proninent form of
consumer protection. In addition, however, contract enforcement and
fraud prevention are inportant and traditional objectives of government
regulation. Disclosure requirements provide the information that
consumers need to make sound financial decisions, and thereby reinforce
the market mechanism. Deposit insurance is an inportant element of
consumer financial protection, as well as helping to stabilize the
financial system.

While consumer protection is an essential regulatory objective,
truly protecting the consumer requires that each regulation be examined
to make certain that its benefits exceed its direct and indirect costs.
Consuners ultimately pay the costs of regulatory programs, including
those intended solely to benefit consumers. Therefore, if a regulatory
program costs more to operate than it saves, consumers will actually be
disadvantaged rather than "protected." In fact, sane programs v^ich are
ostensibly created for "consumer protection" may actually be no more than
incatie redistribution or credit allocation plans, under which one group
of consumers is required to subsidize another. Programs designed to
steer credit to declining urban areas are an exanple of regulatory
requirements designed to benefit residents of such areas rather than
consuners as a group. While it may be socially desirable to provide
assistance to such particular areas, use of indirect regulatory mecha-
nisms (such as the protest provisions of the Ccitinunity Reinvestment Act,
for exanple) may be less efficient than direct tax or other incentives.
Therefore, in addition to being cost-effective, consumer protection
programs should be beneficial to all consumers on an equal basis, rather
than designed to benefit particular interest groups.

3. Pronoting Efficient Delivery of Financial Services

Financial instability in the 1930s was attributed by many to "exces-
sive" cotpetition, and this view supported a very substantial extension
of regulatory controls over financial markets. More recently, however,
many observers have reassessed the causes of the market collapse during
the depression and have developed a renewed respect for the efficiency of
cotpetitive markets and a more sober appraisal of the costs of regu-
lation .

Regulation tends to spread in unproductive directions as regulators
seek to control isolated occurrences with rules of generalized appli-
cability. While legitimate problems may require a regulatory response,
regulations may impose unnecessary costs v^ere they apply more broadly
than necessary, especially v^ere they restrain ccnpetition or fix prices.
In addition, regulators are sonetimes "captured" by regulated industries,
and regulatory actions may sonetimes be designed to protect the regulated
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firms more directly than the public at large. Ambiguous or outdated

statutory language may also exacerbate these problems.

For these reasons, the pranotion of efficiency by furthering fair

and equal conpetition is a very inportant regulatory goal. Prevention of
excessive concentration of econonic power, through antitrust policy or

otherwise, and freedon for financial firms to innovate are also very

inportant to both the consumer and the cotpetitiveness of the American

econatiy in world markets. Absent ccnpetition, consumers pay higher
prices and have fewer products fran which to select. Inefficiencies in

our systems of financial intermediation also mean that American firms pay
higher prices for capital, thereby adversely affecting the cotpeti-

tiveness of American goods in world markets.

Corpetitive and efficient markets are also essential to the safety

and soundness of the financial system over extended periods of time.

Where unnecessary regulatory controls artificially restrict ccrpetition

and create inefficiencies, the financial firms subject to such restraints

are likely to becone progressively less able to ccrpete in an open

market, and therefore more vulnerable to new cotpetitors fron other

business sectors that are not subject to such restrictions.

While the prcsnotion of ccnpetition and efficiency are essential
elements of public policy regarding the banking system and other types of

financial institutions, it must also be recognized that there are limits

to the degree to vMch free market forces will be permitted to operate in

the financial area. Indeed, the presence of explicit and iitplicit

government support for depository institutions means that certain activ-

ities or the manner in vrfiich they are conducted may need to be limited to

prevent risk taking that the market would not permit unsupported insti-

tutions to take or the creation of unfair conpetitive advantages against

non-bank firms operating without a specialized government safety net.

B. Cfcjectives for Specific Regulatory Reforms

Although the Task Group identified (i) safety and soundness, (ii)

consumer protection, and (iii) vigorous ccnpetition as the paramount

goals of financial regulation, the relative weight to be accorded each

goal in its application to any particular issue is a question of judg-

ment. Depending upon particular values, assunptions or experiences

there can be many different proposals for reform, and there is no ascer-

tainable "perfect" way to reorganize the financial regulatory systan.

Determining the most desirable of the potential regulatory alternatives

ultimately requires balancing these three objectives in an attenpt to

maximize the degree to v\^ch they can actually be achieved.

The balancing of sonetiraes conflicting objectives in order to

determine the most desirable regulatory system is inherently a judgment

that each individual must make personally, based on his or her experience

and philosophy. However, the reccmmendations of the Task Group neverthe-

less represent the collective judgment of its mortiers as to the best

balance and acconmodation of the three principal goals that cannot be

ccnpletely harmonized to negate all conflict between them. More specif-
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ically, the Task Group reccmendations are predicated on one or more of

several specific objectives, each of v^ch is described below:

1. Regulation by function should be irtplemented where practicable,

so that cotparable activities at different types of financial

institutions are regulated equivalently to the maximum possible

degree.

2. Barriers to ccrpetition should be removed v^ere not

absolutely necessary to prcinote safety and soundness,

as ccnpetitive markets are necessary to achieve the

public's interest in an efficient financial system.

3. Unnecessary regulatory controls and regulations which

are not cost-effective should be modified or repealed

to reduce costs of financial services to consumers.

4. The organizational structure of regulation should be

streamlined and responsibilities clarified without

eliminating the checks and balances that generally

characterize our systaii of government.

5. The dual system of chartering and regulating

depository institutions by both the federal govern-

ment and the several states should not be impaired.

1. Regulation by Function

Historically, federal regulation of different types of financial

institutions has been organized so that a single agency exercised all the

different types of regulatory controls applicable to a single type of

firm. For exaitple, securities, consumer, antitrust, civil rights and

other regulatory provisions applicable to savings and loan associations

are centralized today under the authority of the FHLBB, v^iich also

administers regulations relating to the safety and soiandness of these

institutions. To varying degrees a similar pattern of "institutional"

regulation exists for other types of financial firms.

Institutional regulation offers the advantage of convenience for

regulated firms by permitting "one-stop shopping" for regulatory matters.

On the other hand, fron a broader public policy standpoint institutional

regulation has at least two major disadvantages. First, it involves

duplication of effort among the various regulatory agencies. Thus, five

separate federal agencies today regulate the securities activities of

banks and thrifts, and five separate agencies handle antitrust review of

mergers and acquisitions involving banks or thrifts.

Convenience for regulated firms may therefore be obtained to seme

extent only through greater duplication among government agencies. The

second major disadvantage of institutional regulation is that it often

results in differential regulation v*ien different types of institutions

ccrpete across industry lines. During the era of sharp differentiation

in the types of products offered by financial firms, institutional

regulation operated largely without distorting the ccnpetitive balance
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among firms. If savings and loans, for exarrple, offered a different
product frcxn banks or securities firms, then differences in regulation
between S&Ls, banks and securities firms were relatively uninportant in
their corpetitive consequences. So long as all S&Ls carpeting with each
other to offer the particular type of financial product were regulated
equivalently, fair catpetition could exist. Indeed, v*ien the types of
products offered were sharply delineated by type of firm, institutional
regulation was also "functional" regulation to a high degree, since all
firms offering a particular type of product tended to be subject to the
same regulator.

As direct catpetition among different types of financial firms has
increased, the problem of regulatory inequities has grown rapidly. As
banks, securities firms, thrifts and insurance carpanies increasingly
offer equivalent products and services to the consumer, their ability to
be successful cotpetitively may be affected by differences in the regula-
tory scheme applicable to them based on their historic type of business.
Therefore, to an increasing degree the caprice of historic forms of regu-
lation may interfere directly with the operation of a market driven
system because consumer preferences are not expressed solely on the basis
of the underlying investment merits. The application of interest rate
controls to time deposits in depository institutions, v^ile no such
controls were applicable to money market funds, was a classic case of the
regulatory system failing to regulate fungible products in an equivalent
manner, thereby dictating the success of one type of product in the
marketplace due to arbitrary differences in regulatory controls.

By contrast to institutional regulation, "functional regulation"
attenpts to regulate each conmon activity or product by a single agency
under a cannon set of rules, irrespective of the type of institution
involved. For exanple, antitrust concerns regarding excessive concen-
trations of power apply equally to each of the different types of finan-
cial firms, as well as to non-financial firms fran every econanic sector.
While under the current system each of the FRB, OCC, FDIC, FHLBB and DOT
review the corpetitive consequences of consolidations among depository
institutions, greater consistency of antitrust enforcement would be
achieved through administration of all antitrust laws by a single agency.
Other activities such as the pi±)lic issiiance of securities may similarly
benefit fran a functional approach to regulation, where coipeting firms
and products are treated equally under the law by a single agency,
without regard for the type of firm vMch may be involved.

In short, functional regulation can serve the public interest by
reducing duplication among different government agencies and by pronoting
equal regulation of carpeting activities by different types of financial
firms. By making regulation "transparent" as to the type of firm

20
The adverse corpetitive inpact of Regulation Q on depository

institutions has new been virtually eliminated. However, significant
regulatory differences also exist in the regulations ^plied to different
types of pooled investment media, such as bank catmon and collective
trust funds, mutual funds and caimodity pools, and in other areas.
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involved, fianctional regulation helps pranote the availability of the
widest possible range of financial products for the public at the lowest
possible cost, with different firms prospering or failing to the greatest
degree possible on their efficiency and merits rather than because of
arbitrary' differences in government regulation.

While functional regulation pronotes equality of regulatory treat-
ment and reduces overall government duplication, it can also result in a
particular type of firm (e.g. a savings and loan, credit union, etc.)

having to deal with a variety of special-purpose agencies rather than a

single agency. This can result in added regulatory costs for such types
of firms because they must deal with more than one agency. Therefore,
application of functional regulation in any particular case requires a
balancing of the costs and benefits that would result, and a recognition
that functional regulation may not be suitable in every area. As a
result, the overall public interest will most likely be obtained through
a mix of institutional and functional regulatory programs, rather than a

system consisting exclusively of either type of regulation. Under such a
system depository institutions and securities or ccrrriodities firms would
continue to have most of their internal operations and safety and sound-
ness concerns handled by a single agency, v^le activities ccrmon to many
different types of firms or specialized issues would be handled by the

appropriate functionally-oriented agency.

2. Reinoval of Unnecessary Barriers to Ccrrpetition

As previously discussed, vigorous ccnpetition is essential to
assuring the efficiency of the nation's capital markets. The relative
efficiency of our capital markets in tiam influences the cost of capital

for Airerican firms and consumers, and in this regard has a direct inpact

on the ccxtpetitiveness of American goods and services in the world
marketplace. Unnecessary barriers to ccnpetition inevitably raise
prices, reduce alternatives and, ultimately, reduce jobs in the overall
econoT^ by preventing the aggregate output of goods and services from

reaching its full potential. While many regulatory restraints may be

necessary and desirable to prevent excessive concentration of power, to

promote safety and soundness, provide disclosure of material business
information or otherwise, such restrictions should always be designed to

achieve their objectives with the smallest possible restraint on cotpeti-

tion.

3. Reduction of Unnecessary Regulatory Costs

Whether through higher interest rates on autcmobile, mortgage or
other loans, reduced rates of return on savings accounts or other invest-

ments, or higher charges for specific services, the user of financial
services ultimately pays for the costs of ccnplying with government
regulatory controls. Where regulatory programs iitpose greater trans-
action or other cotpliance costs than the benefits they create, the
public is ultimately disadvantaged. Therefore, it is never sufficient to
inquire only whether a regulation has a desirable objective (e.g.,

consumer protection, safety and soundness, etc.). In addition, each
specific regulatory control should be evaluated to make certain that the
manner in v^ich it is applied insures that public benefits outweigh
p\±)lic costs.
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In general, the problen of unnecessary costs is often created when
regulatory controls are irtposed more broadly than necessary or are
out-dated in relationship to current market practices. For exanple, the
requirement that consumers have a 3-day "cooling off" period before
creating a security interest in their hone may have beneficial effects
for a limited group of consumers, yet it may also unnecessarily penalize
other consumers such as by delaying their ability to refinance a mortgage
at a lower interest rate.

Similarly, state "merit" securities laws that prohibit the sale of
securities if their terms are not expressly approved by state regulatory
agencies have often resulted in unnecessary econcmic barriers to the
capital formation process. Since these requironents vary fron state to
state, cotpliance can be difficult and time-consuming, and requirenents
are frequently not applied consistently among different states. These
regulations may be effective in protecting sane consumers fron fraudulent
offerings, which is certainly a desirable goal. However, other
consumers, and perhaps the overall economy, are penalized because these
regulatory controls also effectively bar, or significantly raise the cost
of, many legitimate offerings. This is particularly a problem with
offerings by small businesses and emerging cartpanies in new high
technology fields.

Finally, the opening of a branch of a bank or thrift may present a
supervisory issue in the most rare of circumstances, but more than 99% of
all applications to open branches are now approved. This strongly
suggests that an autanatic approval subject to veto in a particular
supervisory case would accorplish the necessary regulatory pixrpose at a
dramatically reduced level of regulatory burden. These cases illustrate
the necessity for assessing both the goal for a particular regulatory
program and also the means by v^ch it is to be achieved. Inefficiencies
can be avoided only v^ere rules are tailored to apply as narrowly as
possible to achieve the desired objective.

4. Maintaining Checks and Balances

In the business world, elimination of duplication in operations
generally produces greater efficiency and reduced costs. Hcwever,
excessive centralization can reduce efficiency and increase costs by
creating too many layers of administrative personnel and inhibiting
innovation. Because private firms are under constant corpetitive pres-
sure, firms which do not maximize efficiency and good manageanient will
suffer adverse financial results.

As in the private sector, elimination of unnecessary overlap and
duplication among government agencies can produce real savings for the
public, and it should be a high priority of any government to eliminate
waste and inefficiency. However, unlike the private sector, governmental
organizations frequently do not face the same corpetitive pressures for
efficiency and good management that are encountered by private firms.
Consequently, there must be checks and balances among the branches of
government in order to prevent excessive concentration of government
power fron developing.
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Eliminating overlap and duplication in regulatory programs can
produce real cost savings for the public by eliminating administrative
overhead or duplicate programs. However, as government agencies became
larger and more diverse operationally, more and more internal bureau-
cratic levels are inevitably created in the agency's chain of responsi-
bility. This can result in slower decision-making, higher personnel
costs and reduced public participation than might occur with a smaller
agency.

As a result of these factors, centralization of responsibilities
cannot be exclusively pursued without consideration of any possible
offsetting costs and d£mgers through excessive concentration of govern-
ment power over the financial system, and the inflexibility that may
result from bureaucratic centralization. To a certain degree checks and
balances in the regulatory systan are inportant in maintaining, over
time, a diversity of views regarding critical regulatory issues. Such
checks and balances also help keep the overall system resistant to
unanticipated problems and enable it to be more flexible in the face of
changing markets.

While checks and balances are an essential element in regulatory
organization, beyond a certain point the creation of checks and balances •

may result in a systen that is too highly fragmented to be able to

operate coherently. Therefore, achieving the optimum regulatory
organization requires a balancing of the benefits of reducing overlap and

inproving consistency and the costs of bxoreaucratic centralization, v^ch
may include excessive rigidity and slowness to adapt to changing
situations. Corplete consolidation and chaotic fragmentation represent

the opposite extrerres in regulatory organization, and both involve

significant potential costs to the public.

5. Dual Federal and State Financial Regulation

Since the earliest days following American independence, the states

have been engaged in the chartering and regulation of banks. States

subsequently began chartering and regulating both thrift institutions and

credit unions. Except for limited periods, the federal government did

not begin chartiering banks until formation of the OCC as part of the

Treasury Departnent under President Lincoln. EVen after creation of a

federal chartering authority, however, the states continued their own

role in tandem with the new federal program.

Through the years, the existence of this "dual" federal and state

systan has provided a safety valve against out-dated or inflexible

regulatory controls being irtposed by either federal or state authorities.

Acting as laboratories for change, the states have frequently developed

new forms of financial services, vMch then spread nationally through

federal action. For example, the states originated both checking

accounts and branch banking. In recent years states began the chartering

of credit unions and invented the NCW account as a device to permit the

payment of interest to consumers on funds essentially equivalent to

checking accoiants. In both cases Congress subsequently iitplemented these

programs on a national basis, although without the prior experience of
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the states to rely on Congress might never have acted, or at least not
for several additional years.

Because it has served the financial needs of the nation so well over
time, state participation in the chartering and regulation of financial
institutions can genuinely be regarded as one of the finest exaiiples of
cooperative federalism in the nation's history. Because the balance of
state and federal regulatory participation helps protiote the pi±>lic

interest in a safe and corpetitive financial system, the dual system of
chartering financial institutions should be maintained and strengthened
v^erever possible.

At the same time that the states are an inportant element in main-
taining a dynamic financial system, it is useful to recognize the strong
role that the federal government must also play. Financial markets may
once have been insulated by geography, but they have long since become
tightly inter-connected both throughout the United States and between
this nation and the rest of the world. Local traditions and needs are
very inportant, of course, and must be respected and served by a respon-
sive financial systan. Nevertheless, fostering safe and efficient
national capital markets is a critical priority for federal financial
regulation

.

The nation's capital markets are interwoven to a degree that events
in one area are likely to have a significant inpact in many other states.
The failure of Oklahona's Penn Square National Bank, for exanple, had
significant repercussions on institutions in many other states.
Similarly, financial events in Europe, Asia or other areas can
significantly inpact major U.S. financial institutions in both their
lending and deposit-taking activities, as recent events have graphically
demonstrated. Obviously U.S. financial firms can also have a significant
inpact on financial markets across the world.

Maintaining efficient national capital markets, protecting U.S.
financial markets frcm interruption due to foreign events and insuring
that the international consequences of U.S. financial activities are
consistent with this nation's responsibilities as a leading member of the
world ccmumity all require an active or standby role for the United
States Government. In particular, these responsibilities involve a
significant role for both the Treasury Department and the FRB.

Therefore, frcm a public policy perspective the regulatory system
must accotmodate both national and local interests. Maintaining a strong
dual role for the states as participants in the financial regulatory
system is in this case both a local and a national interest.

III. Sumnary of Proposals for Reform

A. Elements for Reform of the Bank Regulatory System

The Task Group identified four fundamental principles, set forth in
Figure 4, that any plan to reform the three federal agencies that
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regulate carmercial banks should include. These principles were devel-
oped by the Task Group staff after reviewing the agency reports and
CCTtments submitted by the public to the Task Group in light of the goals
and objectives for regulatory reform discussed earlier. Taken together,
they represent the basis for both the staff reccrtnendations and the final
recctnnendations of the Task Group with respect to comiercial bank regula-
tion.

1. Checks and Balances . There is agreement within the Administra-
tion, with no appreciable dissent elsevrfiere, that the dual banking system
and other elements of checks and balances in the overall system must be
maintained. Throughout American history, no single government authority
has ever been entrusted with regulatory authority over all American
banks. Such an unprecedented concentration of regulatory power in the
hands, ultimately, of a single individual or board could have a variety
of deleterious effects, including a significant erosion of the dual
banking system and a possible increased risk of unanticipated supervisory
problems affecting all banks. These factors suggest strongly that more
than one federal bank regulator should continue to be maintained.

2. Federal Ptegulation of State-Chartered Banks . Since 1980, when
state non-member banks were granted access to the FRB's discount window
and were required to post reserves with the FRB, the differences, frem a
regulatory perspective , between state-chartered member and non-member
banks have been largely eliminated. Hcwever, each type of state-
chartered bank remains subject to a different federal agency. While some
slight differences remain based on voluntary manbership in the Federal
Reserve System, the uniform applicability of reserve requirements, avail-
ability of discount windcv? and payment facilities and applicability of
federal banking laws to both member and non-member banks has eliminated
the necessity or desirability of maintaining two different federal
agencies to regulate state-chartered banks. Therefore, the number of
general purpose federal regulatory agencies can and should be reduced
frcm three to two, with either the FDIC or FRB assuming all federal
oversight responsibilities for state-chartered banks. Consolidation of
the regulatory programs of the FRB and FDIC would significantly reduce
the number of duplicative federal bank regulatory agencies without
creating any of the new risks that could be associated with total agency
consolidation

.

3

.

Unified Regulation of Banks and Their Holding Ccnpanies . The
rapid expansion of the use of bank holding corpanies (See Figure 3)

,

often to permit geographic expansion of activities, achieve tax benefits
or for other reasons that may not be germane to svpervisory concerns, has
underscored the desirability of making it generally possible for a bank
and its holding corpany to be regulated by the same agency, irrespective
of v^ich agency that might be. This is in contrast to the current system
in which, in most cases, there is one regulatory agency for the bank and
another agency for the parent holding corpany. Indeed, the number of
registered bank holding corpanies regulated by the FRB is more than 100
times larger than when the statute was enacted, and over 40 times larger
than when the last major amendments affecting the statute's scope were
passed in 1970. This suggests that Congress may not have fully realized
the number of banks that would eventually become siobject to the special
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overlay of holding cotpany regulation by an agency other than their
primary bank supervisor.

A bank and its holding catpany are not totally indepe:ident entities,

but rather constitute an integrated and interdependent business organiza-
tion. There is only one set of shareholders, and there is often only one

team of senior management personnel. To be sure there can be ittportant

legal and practical differences between the operations of a bank and that

of its holding catpany. These would include the iitportance of conducting
non-banking activities in separate holding corpany subsidiaries rather

than in the bank itself to prevent unfair financing advantages for

non-banking activities and to permit equal regulation of specific activ-

ities such as securities or ccitriodities brokerage. The fact remains,

however, that the bank and its holding coipany ccrprise a single
organization whose overall financial condition can be influenced by the

success or failure of any of its various constituent parts.

Despite the apparent simplicity of a single agency to regulate all

holding ccnpanies, a major dravfcack of this approach is that in almost

all cases different agencies will regulate separate parts of these

banking organizations. Thus, the current system is, in practice, more
coiplicated than one under which each integrated banking organization was

regulated by a single regulatory agency, irrespective of the technical

form of its corporate organization. In fact, today state member banks

and their holding ccnpanies do have the FRB as a single federal regulator

for both bank and holding conpany, while both national and state non-

member banks are subject to two different federal supervisors.

The failure to regulate bank holding corpanies together with their

constituent bank(s) may create the largest duplication in the current

system fron the point of view of regulated entities. Indeed, thrifts,

credit unions, securities and camodities firms all respond to a single

regulator irrespective of the presence of a holding catpany. By con-

trast, many individual transactions involving banking organizations are

svibject to review by two different federal bank agencies, and the regu-

lated firm must therefore deal with two different sets of agency person-

nel, regulations, operating procedures and the like rather than only one.

The division of authority between regulators of banks and holding

catpanies also creates a risk that, if close contact is not iraintained by

the agencies, supervisory problems may not be sufficiently well tonder-

stood or handled because no single agency is responsible for regulation

of the entire consolidated organization. Unification of the regulation

of each individual bank and its holding corpany in a single agency would

eliminate this problem, thereby significantly irtproving the supervisory

process and reducing regulatory costs for regulated firms by eliminating

a layer of duplicative review for many transactions.

Therefore, even if other agencies itiay regulate different banking

organizations based on charter or other differences, there is a strong

advantage to be gained in having, to the greatest practicable degree,

each separate banking organization subject only to a single federal

regulator with authority over all its activities, whether undertaken in

the bank itself or in an affiliate. Such a system would siitplify the
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federal regulatory system by having one agency rather than two to review
and approve various transactions. It could also iirprove supervision by
avoiding the need for inter-agency coordination between the FRB and the
FDIC or CCC in order to develop a corprehensive picture of the financial
and itanagerial situation of each overall organization.

While the current system of multiple regulators for a bank and its
holding corpany increases costs and, in sane cases, the difficulty of
coordinating federal regulation of a single organization, it may also be
beneficial in seme cases by creating a "second opinion" on regulation of
a particular firm. Particularly v^en a very large and cotplex institu-
tion is involved, a second federal regulator may serve as a useful check
and balance against the possibility that a single agency mi^t fail to
detect or deal with a major supervisory problem soon enough. Therefore,
the benefits of a unified regulator for a bank and its holding cotpany
must be weighed against the possible costs, in a few cases, of
eliminating the participation of a second agency. Since many very large
state member banks and their holding corpanies have long been regulated
solely by the FRB at the federal level, hcwever, such a "unified"
regulatory system would not appear to present any significant supervisory
concerns, and would probably materially strengthen supervision in a great
majority of cases.

4. Regulatory Role of the FRB . Finally, there is a consensus that
the FRB should maintain a sufficient level of supervisory cind regulatory
authority to back up its responsibilities as the central bank.

Sane persons and groups argue that the FRB should not be involved in
supervision and regulation of banks or their holding catpanies, but
rather that it should limit its efforts strictly to the formulation and
inplansntation of monetary policy. Hcwever, having the central bank in
such a weak position might undercut the long-term stability of the
financial system.

Financial crises can erupt quickly, with little or no advance
warning. Problems emanating fran domestic or foreign events could cause
sudden difficulties for financial firms that, if left unchecked, could
spread to other financial firms in a chain reaction. In such an event
there would almost certainly not be sufficient time for Congress to act
to forestall significantly adverse econanic consequences.

Because of these factors, sane agency must have authority to act as
a "crisis manager," with the ability to stabilize the situation and
thereby to give time to Congress and the President to fashion and iirple-

ment a longer-run response v^ere necessary. As the iitmediate source of
liquidity for U.S. banks that may experience tenporary liquidity
problems, the FRB has long performed this role under our system. Indeed,
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its responsibilities for providing standby liquidity facilities are often
referred to as being the "lender of last resort."

Operation of the FRB's discount window is a vital element in the
public "safety net" supporting stability of the banking system. Particu-
larly in the event of difficulties affecting a large financial institu-

tion, the FRB must rerain available to provide potentially extremely
large aitounts of liquidity on extremely short notice, and it is the only
government agency that is in a position to provide this type of support
to the financial system.

The FPB also has iitportant responsibilities with respect to the
functioning of international financial markets. The foreign activities
of U.S. banks and the donestic activities of foreign banks both neces-
sarily involve connunication and coordination between the respective
national supervisory authorities and central banks.

To be effective in carrying out its responsibilities, especially
relating to sudden threats to the overall financial system, the FRB must
have certain institutional capabilities. Among these are accurate and
timely information concerning financial and economic conditions, as well
as the capacity to evaluate the necessity of a government response to
particular situations to maintain financial stability. Assuring that the

FRB maintains these capabilities suggests strongly that it should have a

role in a broader spectrum of financial issues than merely those directly
encorpassing "monetary policy."

While there are strong reasons for the FRB to maintain a partici-
pation in the regulatory system, this does not mean that all its current
responsibilities are necessary. Indeed, as the previous discussion has

indicated, the FPB's existing responsibilities with respect to the

regulation and supervision of bank holding ccitpanies are broader than

necessary. Therefore, with respect to the regulatory authority of the

FRB the iirportant public policy question is not viiether the FRB should

have a regulatory presence, but rather v^t magnitude or degree that

presence needs to assume in order to assure a strong central bank, vrtiile

minimizing unnecessary regulatory burdens on the private sector.

21
This description is not entirely accurate, as the ultimate

potential lender of last resort to the financial system is the Treasviry

Department, representing the financial resources of the United States.

However, Treasury has no "official" role except for specific
extraordinary situations under Congressional authorization. By contrast,

the FRB continuously provides liquidity to financial institutions both in

the aggregate (through open market operations) and in specific cases

(through discount window lending)

.
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B. Surnmaxy of Recamendations to Reform the Bank Regulatory Systefn

At present, the CCC, FRB and FDIC all exercise authority over their
respective types of banks, v^ile two different agencies regulate banking
organizations where a national or state non-meiriber bank is owned by a
holding ccttpany. Antitrust authority is concurrently exercised by the
three ban}c agencies and the Justice Department, v^le securities activ-
ities of banks are regulated by the OCC, FRB or FDIC, but by the SEC for
bank holding ccrpanies. The different types of regulatory functions
performed by each agency at present and as revised by the Task Group
proposals are shown on Figures 5 and 6.

Regulation of Banks . Under the Task Group's plan the number of
agencies involved in ordinary day-to-day bank supervision would be
reduced fron the current three to^gnly two. Although each of the current
agencies would continue to exist, " the pattern of authority would be
greatly siiiplified. Under the Task Group's proposals, the new Federal
Banking Agency ("FBA") would continue the OCC's current responsibilities
for supervising all national banks. However, unlike the current system
in vdiich the FRB and FDIC both regulate state-chartered banks, under the
Task Group's recarmendations all federal regulation of state chartered
institutions would be centralized in the FRB, except for regulation
pertaining expressly to deposit insurance.

At the same time that federal regulation of state chartered banks
would be consolidated in the FRB, other proposals of the Task Group would
establish a new program under v^iich highly qualified state agencies would
assume much of the current federal supervisory role for state-chartered
banks, with residual monitoring and standby authority vested in the FRB.
The "certification" program, vv^ch is discussed below, would permit state
agencies to assume exclusive responsibilities for examining and
supervising many state-chartered institutions now subject to dual state
and federal examinations. This program would permit federal efforts to
be targeted on states v^ere additional assistance may be most beneficial
or institutions wtiich involve special supervisory considerations.

Regulation of Bank Holding Carpanies . At the same time that federal
bank regulation would be consolidated in the FBA for national banks and
the FRB for state-chartered banks, both the FBA and the FRB would have
the authority to examine and supervise the parent holding ccnpanies of
the banks that they otherwise regulate. To the extent "certified",

22
The OCC would, however, be renamed in recognition of its increased

responsibilities

.

23
In the case of multi-bank holding ccrpanies which include

subsidiary banks with both national and state charters, holding corpany
authority would be based on the "lead" or largest si±)sidiary bank in the
particular holding corpany. The "minority" subsidiary banks in any
multibank holding ccnpany would continue to be subject to their relevant
supervisory agency based on charter type. Hcwever, the regulator of the
lead bank in any such organization would have authority as regulator of

(Footnote Continued)
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state agencies would examine and supervise the holding cxitpanies of banks
vMch they regulate. Rather than having multiple federal regulators for
a bank and its holding cotpany, the Task Group recannendations would
establish a "unified" system under vMch a single federal agency would be
responsible for all the related operations of any individual banking
organization. Figures 7 and 8 shew the changes proposed by the Task
Group in the federal sij^rvisory system for banks and their holding
ccrpanies.

As a result of this change, every banking organization would be able
to have a single federal regulator, except for the "international class"
holding ccrpanies described below and those multi-bank holding cotpanies
that choose to have both state and national bank subsidiaries. Where a
bank had a national charter, the bank and its holding cotpany vrould be
regulated entirely by the FBA, instead of the OCC and the FRB under the
current system. Similarly, a state non-meniber bank with a holding
cotpany would be examined and supervised entirely by its state regulatory
agency, or the state agency and the FRB (depending on the extent to v^iich

a particular state was "certified") , instead of the FDIC, FRB and the
state agency today. State member banks would retain the FRB as their
federal supervisor for both bank and holding cotpany as occurs today,
subject to the certification program. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the
siitplification in regulatory structure that would result fron this
unification of bank and holding cotpany regulation.

24
Because two different federal agencies would have responsibilities

for the enforcement of the Bank Holding Cotpany Act, additional provi-
sions would require the FRB and FBA to establish cotmon requirements for
holding cotpanies under their supervision in various specific areas. In
this connection, prudential standards (such as capital requiranents) for
bank holding cotpanies could not be changed without the mutual concur-
rence of both the F'RB and FBA. Similarly, the two agencies would
ittutually consult regarding policy issues or interpretations arising under
the BHCA, and they would be required to harmonize reporting requirements
to the greatest practicable degree.

As proposed by the Task Group, "international class" holding con-
panies would be defined as those dotestic institutions which engage in a

domestic banking business in one or more foreign countries or vtose size
is sufficiently large that supervisory problems affecting any such_(.

institution could have a national or even an international iitpact.

24
As well as state agencies to the extent "certified" under the new

program recotmended by the Task Group and described herein.

25
This IS defined under the Task Group proposal to itean any

institution with itore than Jj of 1% of aggregate holding cotpany assets,
or approximately $12.5 billion at the present tiitie. This threshold for
"international class" status based on size would escalate upward to the
extent that the aggregate assets of holding cotpanies increase fron
current levels.
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Recent events demonstrate that difficulties involving any of the

nation's largest banks will have unique iitplications for the overall

financial system. Because extraordinary government measures may have to

be taken to guarantee the integrity of the U.S. banking systen in the

event of difficulties threatening any of our largest banking organiza-

tions, there is an inherent justification for special regulatory over-

sight of such institutions. This does not mean that our largest banks

should be unfairly penalized through more restrictive limitations on
their substantive activities, but rather that the size, ccnplexity and

systemic role of these institutions is sufficient to warrant special

supervisory and regulatory mechanisms.

Under the Task Group proposals approximately 25 of the largest U.S.

bank holding ccnpanies and 25 other dcmestic bank holding cotpanies with

significant foreign banking activities would fall under the proposed

definition of "international class" institution at the current time.

These 50 dotestic institutions would remain subject as they are today to

Federal Reserve supervision of their holding coipanies, although regula-

tion of the si±)sidiary banks of such firms would not be affected and

would continue to be based on charter type. The FRB would also maintain

jurisdiction over foreign bank holding cotpanies operating in the U.S.

Under the Task Group recomnendations , responsibility for

interpreting the limitations on non-banking activities contained in the

Bank Holding Corpany Act and for pronulgating the list of such

permissible activities (including inplementing regulations) for all bank

holding ccrpanies (including "international class") would be transferred

fron the FRB to the FBA. This change in the responsibility for

establishing the permissible non-banking activities for bank holding

coipanies would reflect the appropriate role which should be played by

the elected government in a danocratic society in making determinations

v^ch so directly affect the cotpetitive health of the banking industry.

While the FRB would give up its current authority over the powers of

bank holding cotpanies, v*iich it has exercised exclusively for almost 30

years, the FRB would retain a right to veto the list of permitted activi-

ties or the inplementing regulations (together with certain individual

orders) . Such a veto could only be exercised within a 30-day period

following action by the FBA, and only v^re 2/3rds of the Board of

Governors of the FRB itede a written finding that any proposed new power

or inplementing regulation would undermine the stability of the U.S.

banking system or have a seriously adverse effect on safe and sound

financial practices.

This allocation of responsibilities between the FBA and FRB would

permit the executive branch to take the lead in formulating policy

affecting bank holding cotpanies, fron which it is today generally

excluded, vtiile at the same titte preserving a strong role for the FRB in

developments which itay affect the safety and soundness of the U.S.

banJcing system. Obviously through legislation Congress could also

reverse or otherwise limit any decisions of the FBA concerning the powers

of bank holding cotpanies.
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Operation of Deposit Insiirance Systan . Under the Task Group's
recomendations , the FDIC would give up all examination, supervision and

regulatory responsibilities not directly related to its function of

providing deposit insurance. The FDIC would remain an independent
corporation, but would be refocused exclusively on providing deposit
insurance and administering the deposit insurance systan. As part of
this change in orientation, the FDIC would transfer its current respon-
sibilities for day to day supervision, examination and regulation of

state non-member banks to the FRB, or state supervisory authorities where
certified.

At the same time, the FDIC would target its cwn efforts on troubled
institutions that may pose a direct risk for the deposit insurance
system. In this regard, the FDIC would have authority to deny insurance,

set premium levels related to risk and revoke insurance. It would also
have the authority to take enforcement action against violations of
federal law regarding unsafe banking practices in any bank examined by it

where the primary regulator failed to take such action upon prior request

of the FDIC.

Under the revised system, the FDIC would examine all troubled banks
(irrespective of charter type) in conjunction with the primary
supervisor, together with a sairple of non-troubled firms. Except in

extraordinary cases the FDIC would examine troubled banks jointly with
the primary supervisor, while the sanple of non-troubled firms would be

examined in cooperation with the primary supervisor on a pre-determined

basis.

Under the revised system the FDIC would have an ability it does not

now possess to act as a true watchdog for the insurance system. It would

have both the responsibility and the ability to monitor (together with
the primary supervisor) all troubled institutions that represent the

greatest risk to the insurance fund. In addition, by becaning involved

with problem situations at an earlier date, the FDIC would be better able

to prepare for possible extraordinary situations such as by developing

contingency plans involving larger institutions.

Illustrating the sinplification recomended by the Task Group,

Figures 11 and 12 show two ccfimon transactions as they are reviewed under

the current system and as proposed by the Task Group, respectively.

Formation of a new national bank and a holding ccnpany (or acquisition of

a newly-formed bank by an existing holding coipany ) would require 2

steps under the Task Group's proposals rather than 4 under the status

quo. An even more dramatic reduction would occur in the levels of review

76
The primary supervisor and FDIC should be free to agree on

alternating examinations where they may feel it appropriate.

27
In states where branching continues to be formally prohibited, but

multibank holding ccnpanies are allowed, such a transaction is necessary

in order to open the equivalent of a new branch office.
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for a merger between two national banks and their holding cotpanies.

Under the Task Grotip proposals such a transaction would be reviewed at 3

levels, coipared with the 8 separate steps in the federal approval

process under the status quo.

C. Surroary of Reccnnendations to Reform the Thrift Regulatory Systetn

Under the current system, eligibility for regulation by the FHLBB as

a thrift institution is determined solely by charter type, despite the

fact that in recent years the powers of thrift institutions to engage in

a wide variety of financial activities similar to banks have been
significantly expanded. As proposed by the Task Group, the FHLBB would
continue to regulate thrift institutions, but only to the extent such

institutions continued to ccrpete to a significant degree in traditional
thrift activities. Individual thrifts would be free to abandon speciali-

zation in traditional activities, but in such event the institution would
be required to convert to regulation as a bank in recognition of the

activities such institution elected to pursue. In addition, the FHLBB
would transfer its current examination and supervision of state-chartered
firms to state agencies where "certified" under a program similar to that
proposed for banks by the Task Group.

The policy of functionally-determined regulation for thrift institu-
tions would be inplemented by creating a "portfolio asset test" to
measure the percentage of an institution's assets invested in housing and
housing-related financial instruments. Thrifts that did not satisfy the

portfolio test over an averaging period would be required to obtain a

bank charter and FDIC insurance. These institutions would became subject

to all statutes and regulations applicable to banks, including the Bank
Holding Coipany Act. Thrifts that failed to satisfy the portfolio test
would also lose eligibility for advances under the Federal Hare Loan Bank
System.

At the saire tine that thrifts that became de facto banks would be
regulated as banks under the Task Group's proposals, banks with the same

minimum degree of specialization in traditional thrift activities would
have the option of converting to thrift status. In short, under the Task
Group's proposals thrift regulation would be based on v^t an institution
does in the marketplace, rather than v^t type of charter it may have
originally received or vtet it calls itself.

As part of this new system, the FSLIC would be required to indemnify
the FDIC for losses resiiLting from the failure of a converting thrift
institution dxoring the 4-year period following its conversion to FDIC
insurance. Similarly, the FDIC would be required to indemnify the FSLIC
vipon the failure of banks that converted to thrift status within the same
time period.

D. Suimiary of General Regulatory Proposals

In addition to the organizational reforms proposed for the bank and
thrift regulatory systems, the Task Group also reconnended a variety of
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other proposals designed to improve the operation of the deposit insur-
ance syston, create significant new opportunities for a greater state
regulatory role, reduce unnecessarily burdensone restrictions under
various specific securities and banking statutes and to centralize all
enforcement responsibilities for depository institutions under the
securities and antitrust laws in the SBC and DOJ respectively.

Reform of Deposit Insurance . Under the Task Group recotnendations

,

the FDIC and FSLIC would be authorized, but not required, to institute
systems of risk-related insurance premiums. Under such a system, for

example, institutions with less capital, higher proportions of classified
loans, earnings difficulties or other factors making them greater risks
for the deposit insurance system could be required to pay a higher
premium for their deposit insurance coverage. While not replacing
traditional supervision, risk-related deposit insurance premiums would
help to strengthen the stability of the overall system by reducing the
subsidy that is inherent in the current system for the riskiest institu-
tions.

Similarly, the Task Group reccmmended that the FDIC and FSLIC should

be required to adopt carrnon minimum capital levels and cannon accounting
standards for insurance purposes. These capital and accounting standards
would be jointly determined by the two insurance agencies and then phased
in over a suitably long period, such as 7 years. A relatively long

transition period is required to enable thrift institutions to rebuild
their seriously reduced capital levels in an orderly fashion.

In a deregulated environment, depository institutions of all types
may encounter greater variability in earnings coipared with their experi-

ences under a system of government protections and controls, such as

government-mandated interest rate ceilings. While capital alone is not a

substitute for good management and strong earnings, its role as a buffer
against adverse earnings has increased irtportance under a system of

unregulated interest rates.

The relative capital level (also referred to as the degree of

"leverage" of a firm) has a direct inpact on its pricing structure and

corpetitive abilities. A firm with a 50-1 debt to equity ratio (2%

capital) can achieve a given rate of return on its equity with far lower

overall earnings, for example, than can a financially stronger firm with

only a 20-1 debt/equity ratio (5% capital). Therefore, a corpetitive

advantage can be derived from having less capital, and therefore less of

a buffer against loss.

With respect to normal types of firms, market discipline prevents a

firm frcm maintaining an excessive degree of leverage in its capital

structure. This discipline is exerted through reduced credit ratings and

reduced access to credit, along with higher financing costs. However,

the existence of federal insurance for banks and thrifts turns excessive

leverage frcm a problan into a corpetitive advantage. Due to the FDIC

and FSLIC, depositors and other creditors may be willing to deal with
even severely under-capitalized firms. Because good public policy
demands that government programs encourage depository institutions to be
financially strong and stable, rather than to be chronically weak, the
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Task Group recoimended that the FDIC and FSLIC should be required by law
to adopt camion minimum capital standards and accounting rules by which
capital is determined. This step is necessary to prevent different types
of firms fron engaging in a "catpetition in leverage" due to different
requirements for obtaining government insurance backing, and thereby
undermining the overall stability of the financial system.

Federal-State Duplication . Under the Task Group recotmendations

,

federal duplication of state regulatory oversight of state-chartered
banks and thrifts would be reduced to the maximum extent consistent with
safety and soundness considerations. To this end seme existing federal
controls over matters that do not relate to an insured state-chartered
institution's solvency would be repealed. Furthermore, where state
examination programs were deemed by federal authorities to be
equivalently reliable to those of the federal government, the federal
agencies would largely rely on state examination and supervision of
particular sizes or types of state-chartered institutions or their
holding ccmpanies, subject to appropriate residual authority of the FEB
and FDIC in the case of banks or the FHLBB (and FSLIC) in the case of
thrift institutions.

Under the proposed "certification" program, existing federal
examination and supervision would be transferred to the states that have
or develop strong and reliable regulatory programs. While no change fron
the status quo would result for states that are not certified, this
program would create new incentives for states to develop stronger
supervisory and examination programs by eliminating redundant federal
oversight to the extent states were "certified." This program will also
create an incentive for states to develop inprovonents over existing
federal examination and supervisory procedures, such as through better
off-site data monitoring, greater reliance on private auditing firms or
otherwise

.

Functional Regulation and Streamlining . Under the current system,

the OCC, FDIC, FRB and FHLBB are each responsible for enforcing the

securities and antitrust laws as they may apply to banks or thrifts
regulated by such agencies. However, the SEC administers the securities
laws for bank and thrift holding corpanies, and the Justice Department
independently reviews all bank and thrift transactions under the anti-
trust laws. The result is that 5 different federal agencies regulate
securities and 5 different federal agencies have a role in antitrust
issues, when in each case only 1 agency could handle such responsibil-
ities. The Task Group reconnendations would centralize these responsi-
bilities in the SBC and DQJ, respectively.

The Task Group also recatmended changes in various banking and
securities laws where significant regulatory costs are iitposed on the

public without an adequate offsetting benefit. For exanple, a statute
designed to ccmbat organized crime through both criminal and civil
penalties against racketeering (the Racketeer Influenced and Conxpt
Organization Act, or "RICO") has increasingly been utilized by imagina-
tive lawyers in suits against banks, securities firms, accountants and
other perfectly legitimate businesses without even any alleged connection
to organized crime.
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RICO is attractive to litigants because it provides triple damages
and attorneys fees that are unavailable under banking or securities laws,

as well as due to the breadth and ambiguity of the statute. The result
has been rapidly grcwing litigation involving an organized crime statute
that was never intended to apply to legitimate activities of financial
institutions. This litigation increases the backlog in federal courts,
undermines the structure of the substantive banking and securities laws
enacted by Congress and creates totally unnecessary costs for the
affected firms and, ultimately, their custoiners. Consequently, the Task
Group recanrendations would limit the application of the civil penalty
provisions of RICO to prevent their misuse by private parties in cases
solely involving legitimate business activities by financial
institutions

.

In other areas the Task Group recomiendations would eliminate or
narrow the application of various regulatory controls to reduce unneces-
sarily burdenscme regulatory controls while maintaining all essential
public protections. For exaitple, applications for federal approval of
the location of branches and autonatic teller machines that are otherwise
lawful under state law are without any discernible pi±)lic benefit. The
Task Group would eliminate all federal advance approval requirements,
v^le permitting the regulatoiry agencies to limit^branching by a particu-
lar institution for specific supervisory reasons. This recconendation
would eliminate thousands of corpletely unnecessary applications that are
unrelated to safety and soundness, as well as reducing unnecessary costs
for the installation of electronic facilities to serve consumers.

Other Task Group recortmendations would reduce the extensive and
costly litigation experienced by investment ccnpanies regarding advisory
fees, permit the adoption of camion plans of distribution for "families"

of mutual funds without advance approval by the SEC and eliminate or

streamline other provisions of securities law.

The Task Group recarmendations are discussed in detail in Part II of

this Report. While the number of federal agencies would be maintained,

in its aggregate the Task Group recomendations would substantially
reduce confusion and duplication, clarify the agencies with primary
responsibility for particular functions and reduce the overall regulatory

burden on regulated institutions and their custoners. While supervision

would be significantly inproved, the checks and balances which form such

an inportant part of the current federal regulatory system would be
preserved. The result of these changes would be a regulatory system
better able to serve the public interest in the decades to ccrne.

28
State authority to determine the intra and inter-state branching

authority of banks under the McFadden Act and the Douglas Amendment to

the Bank Holding Cotpany Act were not addressed by the Task Group and
would not be affected by this recatTrendation.
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PART II

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK GROUP ON

REGULATION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES
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I. ELIGIBILITY FOR THRIFT RBGUIATORY TREATMENT

1.1 - Retention of the Federal Hone Loan Bank System

The Federal Hare Loan Bank Board should be retained and expanded to
regulate all traditional thrifts, as well as banks with an equivalent
thrift portfolio that desire thrift regulatory treatment. The FHLBB
should continue to operate the Federal Hare Loan Banks and the FSLIC.

1.2 - Functional Eligibility for Thrift Regulation

A portfolio test (the "Portfolio Test") should be established to
determine whether an institution is in fact essentially engaged in tradi-
tional specialized thrift activities. Any institution that satisfies the
Portfolio Test should be eligible to be regulated by the FHLBB as a
thrift institution (a thrift institution that satisfies the Portfolio
Test will be referred to herein as a "True Thrift") . True Thrifts would
be regulated by the FHLBB, insured by the FSLIC and subject to all
statutes and regulations applicable to thrifts and their holding can-
panies. Conversely, any institution that fails to satisfy the Portfolio
Test should be required to be regulated as a bank (a thrift institution
v^ch does not satisfy the Portfolio Test will be referred to herein as a
"Thrift-Bank") and to obtain deposit insurance fron the FDIC. After an
appropriate transition period any such Thrift-Bank should be required to
conply with all statutes and regulations applicable to banks and their
holding ccnpanies.

1.3 - Characteristics of Thrift Status

While Congress should establish the specific Portfolio Test, the
Task Group recaimends that any such test should measure the participation
of a thrift institution in financing residential housing (including
housing-related investments such as mortgage-backed securities) . In
keeping with this recamendation, the Task Group recotnends that eli-
gibility for thrift regulation should be based on an institution electing
to be specialized to the requisite degree in residential housing finance,
rather than an alternative formulation involving the absence of carmer-
cial loans as a test.

The Task Group also recamends that in establishing a specific
Portfolio Test, Congress should give special consideration to the sitiia-

tion of mutual savings banks, which have historically had a different
portfolio composition than savings and loan institutions. The Task Group
recommends that the Portfolio Test as applicable to savings banks should
either require the same level of housing activities, phased-in over an
appropriately long period of time, or else establish a permanently lower
required percentage of housing finance assets.

1.4 - Eligibility for Banks to Elect Thrift Status

Any comiercial bank should be entitled, but not required, to convert
to a federal thrift charter with regulation by the FHLBB, if it (i)

satisfies the thrift Portfolio Test, (ii) is in corpliance with all rules
and regulations of the FHLBB and FSLIC applicable to True Thrifts, and
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(iii) is not under any formal administrative action by its existing
supervisory agency (and has not been notified of the initiation of any
such action) . Any such bank that elected to convert to thrift status
should be required to obtain deposit insurance froti the FSLIC, v*iich

would be required to grant such insurance if the three factors described
above were satisfied. Any such bank electing regulation by the FHLBB
would be governed by all statutes and regulations applicable to thrifts
and their holding catpanies.

1.5 - Small Thrift Exenption fran Portfolio Test

The smallest thrift institutions (e.g., belcw $15 million assets)
should be exempt fran the Portfolio Test in order to reduce paperwork
burdens and artificial results due to the extremely sinall size of the
overall portfolio. All thrifts below this level would be eligible to
renain subject to FHLBB regulation irrespective of portfolio catposition.

1.6 - EPIC Insurance for Converting Thrift-Banks;
Indemnification Arrangements

The FDIC should be required to grant insurance coverage to any FSLIC
insured institution that, upxDn failure to satisfy the Portfolio Test, is
required to convert fran thrift to bank regulation and to obtain FDIC
deposit insurance. However, after an appropriate transition period any
such institution should be required to conform to all FDIC rules and
regulations. In the event any such institution fails within a specified
period (e.g. 4 years) fran the date it acquired FDIC insurance, the FSLIC
should be required to indemnify the FDIC for all its expenses in connec-
tion with the failure. The FSLIC should have the option to handle any
supervisory matters during the indemnity period, as well as to partici-
pate in the examination of any converted institution during this period.

The same systaii should be applied when FSLIC insurance is required
by a bank that elects to convert to supervision by the FHLBB, with
similar indemnification arrangements.

Discussion of Reconnendations _ .

In recent years the asset powers of thrift institutions have been
broadened as a result of both federal (principally the Gam-St Germain
Act) and state legislation. Although sane states permit an even wider
spectrum of activities, at the federal level thrift institutions may new
engage in most of the activities that are lawful for ccrmercial banJcs,

although thrift institutions retain subject to many restrictions (such as
percentage limits on particular categories of such activities) that are
not applicable to banks. The new powers of thrift institutions were
designed to give thrift institutions greater flexibility in their invest-
ments, and thereby to provide additional sources of incane in order to
facilitate continuation of their traditional role in financing residen-
tial housing.

While there is an increased similarity in the legal powers of banks
and thrifts, there is still a substantial distinction in practice between
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the typical activities of banks and thrifts. This is at least partly
true because many thrift institutions have not yet had the time or
resources to develop the new areas of business new open to them.
However, under current law there is no minimum requirement for partici-
pation in housing finance or other traditional activities in order to
remain eligible for federal regulation as a thrift institution.
Consequently, a thrift institution can lawfully develop a portfolio of
activities that is exactly identical to that of a bank, but still remain
eligible for favorable thrift regulatory programs (such as long-term
advances through the Federal Heme Loan Bank system) designed to support
traditional thrift activities.

Frcm the standpoint of public policy, there is no justification for
subsidizing or treating more favorably than banks those thrifts that
have, in effect, become cormercial banks. This would dilute the support
intended to promote housing activities, as well as constituting a serious
inequity for cormercial banks not eligible for carparable regulatory
treatment. Therefore, one of two possible options must be pursued. One
alternative is to remove all remaining restrictions on the asset powers
of thrift institutions and at the same time to eliminate the FHLBB and
the Federal Home Loan Bank system. All thrifts would then become banks
and be regulated as such.

This option of "homogenizing" bank and thrift regulation would
maximize the product freedom of thrift institutions, v^le eliminating
any regulatory disparities between banks and thrifts. However, vrfiile

this approach would eliminate the favorable regulation of thrifts v^ch
have become de facto banks through their activities, it would also be an
overbroad solution as to those thrifts that voluntarily desire to remain
specialized institutions, largely to promote the financing of residential
housing.

The Task Group reconmends that a second alternative be adopted.
Under this proposal, a separate regulatory system should continue to
remain available for thrift institutions, but eligibility for thrift
regulation should be contingent on maintenance of a minimum level of
traditional thrift activities over an appropriate averaging period.

Siiiply stated, only those thrifts that actually remain specialized in

their catpetitive activities would continue to be eligible for special-
ized federal regulatory treatment under the FHLBB. Similarly, cormercial
banks that maintain the same level of commitment to housing finance would
have the option of converting to regulation as a federal thrift institu-
tion.

By basing regulatory treatment on the current activities of indi-
vidual firms, this proposal would preserve the diversity of our current
system. At the same time, the Task Group recomendations vrould make the

current systen more equitable among corpeting firms.

Urder the Task Group recoTTnendations, eligibility for thrift regula-
tion would be based on a portfolio test measuring the percentage of an
institution's assets that are devoted to housing and housing-related
financial instruments. This "Portfolio Test" would utilize an appro-
priate averaging period, and an institution that did not satisfy the test
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would not be eligible for regulation as a thrift institution at the
federal level. For exanple:

a. A federally-chartered thrift that failed the Portfolio Test
would be required to obtain a bank charter and FDIC insurance,
and would beccme subject to all federal statutes and regula-
tions applicable to banks. Unless it converted to a state bank
charter, such an institution would be regulated by the proposed
Federal Banking Agency'.

b. A state-chartered thrift insured by the FSLIC that failed the
Portfolio Test would be required to obtain FDIC insurance and
would beccme subject to all statutes and regulations applicable
to federally-insured state-chartered banks. Unless it

converted to a national bank charter, such an institution would
be regulated at the federal level by the Federal Reserve,

subject to the state certification program.

c. A state-chartered, state-insured thrift institution that failed
the Portfolio Test would not be eligible for meitibership in the

Federal Heme Loan Bank system, but would otherwise be
unaffected by the Task Group proposals.

d. A cotirercial bank (state or federally-chartered) that satisfied

the Portfolio Test would be eligible, but not required, to

convert to a federal thrift charter with regulation by the
FHLBB and insurance from the FSLIC. Upon conversion such an

institution would become subject to all federal statutes and
regulations applicable to thrift institutions, and it would be

eligible to beccaie a member of the Federal Hone Loan Bank

systan.

Because the development of a specific Portfolio Test will involve

many detailed technical considerations that Congress must ultimately
decide as to the types and definition of specific qualifying assets, the

Task Group did not recotirend a specific Portfolio Test. The Task Group
did unanimously conclude, however, that the Portfolio Test should measure
an institution's percentage of specialization in residential housing and

housing-related financial instruments. However, the Task Group also
believed that, in formulating a specific test. Congress should (i) give

special consideration to the situation of mutual savings banks and (ii)

exeirpt the very smallest thrift institutions frcm the Portfolio Test to

avoid any additional costs or paperwork burdens for such firms.
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II. REORGANIZATION OF THE REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR COMMERCIAL
BANKING ORGANIZATICWS

A. Reorganization of Bank Regulation

2.1 - Creation of the FBA

a. A new agency, called the Federal Banking Agency, should be
established as an Executive Branch banking agency by incorporating into

the existing Office of the Ccnptroller of the Currency the responsibil-
ities of the FBA as outlined below. At the same time, the title of the

Ccnptroller would be changed to the "Director of the Federal Banking
Agency .

"

b. The Director of the FBA should be appointed by the President
and should report to the Secretary of the Treasury on broad policy issues

and on overall budget and staffing matters. Hcwever, the FBA should have

exclusive authority over corporate applications, such as charters, the

safety and soundness considerations of mergers of institutions, and all
supervisory and examination matters relating to individual institutions.

c. The Secretary's approval authority regarding overall policy,

budget and staffing matters should reflect existing statutory oversight

responsibilities and should focus on maintaining conformity with Adminis-
tration programs such as econcmizing in these areas. Hcwever, the FBA's

budget should be funded from assessments rather than appropriations, and

FBA employees should be exarpt fron OEM regulations concerning staffing

and ccrpensation. Current OMB authority over personnel levels should

continue to apply to the FBA.

2.2 - Regulation of National Banks

The FBA should regulate, supervise and examine all national banks,

together with their holding ccnpanies as described in Part II. B.

However, the current authority of the Federal Reser/e Board over national

banks by virtue of their membership in the Federal Reseirve System should

remain unchanged.

2.3 - Regulation of State-Chartered Banks

To the extent a state is not certified as provided in Part IV, the

FRB should be responsible for federal regulation, supervision and

examination of state-chartered banks, together with their holding con-

panies as described in Part II.B. As with national banks, current FRB

authority over state nemher banks would remain unchanged, and the FRB

could establish special procedures for manber banks in certified states.

2.4 - Regulation of Foreign Banking Organizations and Activities

The FBA and FRB should continue to exercise their respective exist-

ing authority (that of the OCC in the case of the FBA) over foreign bank
branches, agencies and subsidiaries operating in the U.S., and U.S.

banking organizations overseas. The current authority of the FDIC over

the overseas activities of state non-member banks would be transferred to

the FRB.
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Discussion of Recoamendations

Since the creation of the OCC under the Administration of President
Lincoln in 1863, the Treasury Department has played an integral role in
the regulation of the nation's banking system. This role is both direct,
through the supervisory jurisdiction of the OCC over national banks, and
indirect through the wide range of its donestic and international finan-
cial responsibilities, many of vfcLch have an unavoidable inpact on
financial institutions.

Among other things the Treasury necessarily plays a leading role in
issues of domestic and international taxation, as v«ll as being primarily
responsible for developing and irrplementing the Executive Branch's
dcmestic and international financial policies. In addition, the Treasury
is the ultimate source of financial support for the financial system in
any time of extreme crisis, and any such event affecting the entire
national econony or banking system, whether emanating frcm foreign or
domestic sources, would necessarily involve the Treasury Department in
its resolution.

As a result of these institutional concerns, the Treasury Department
has played, and should continue to play, a role in the regulation of the
nation's banking system. This insures that Treasury' will maintain a

significant level of "real-world" understanding of the banking system so
that it will be prepared to act wisely in any financial crisis situa-

tions. Finally, as the principal financial agency of the elected govern-
ment, it is appropriate for the Treasury Department to play a leading
role in the development of government policy affecting the conmercial
viability of the banking system.

While the Task Group concluded that the Treasury Department should

maintain its institutional role in broad policy issues affecting bank
regulation, it also determined that matters involving individual institu-

tions, such as charter applications, merger approvals and enforcement
actions not involving broad national policy questions should continue to

be handled as under the current systCTi on an autoncmous basis by the FBA.

While the basic institutional structure for regulation of national
banks would remain unchanged under the Task Group proposals, the current

agency should be renamed the "Federal Banking Agency" to better connote

the agency's increased stature and its new responsibilities under the

Task Group proposals. In fact, as proposed by the Task Group the FBA
would becone the Federal government's lead agency for establishing
overall policy with respect to the ccnpetitive powers of bank holding
cdtpanies under applicable legislation.

In order to insure that the new FBA would be able to attract and

retain a consistently high quality staff and to fund all necessary
activities without interruption, the Task Group also recotmended that the

FBA should be fimded through assessments on regulated firms, rather than
through congressional appropriations. As proposed, the FBA would also be

free to determine staff corpensation levels without reference to salary

limitations or schedules otherwise applicable to government employees, as

is already the case for the personnel of various other regiiLatory
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agencies. However, the FBA should be subject to review of its overall
personnel levels by both the Treasury Department and OMB.

With respect to federal regulation of state-chartered banks, the
Task Group determined that a significant portion of existing federal
examination and supervision should be transferred to capable state
agencies. Even where the state agencies are not sufficiently strong to
handle supervision exclusively, however, the Task Group decided that twD
different federal agencies were not necessary to supervise state-
chartered banks. While the number of non-member banks is significantly
greater than that of state member banks, the aggregate asset share of the
two types of banks is almost equal. Consequently, either the FDIC or FRB
could logically assume all federal regulation of state-chartered banks.

The Task Group unanimously recatmended that the FRB should assume
the current responsibilities of the FDIC for examining and supervising
state non-member banks. However, many of these non-member banks are
expected ultimately to be examined and sipervised solely by state author-
ities pursuant to the new certification program. The certification
program would also extend to state men±)er banks, although the FRB would
be authorized to adopt special procedures applicable to state member
banks in recognition of the voluntary nature of manbership for state
chartered banks. Consolidation of all federal responsibilities for

oversight of state-chartered banks in the FRB would reduce the number of
federal supervisory agencies fron 3 to 2, as well as permit the FDIC to
concentrate its full resources on its preeminent responsibilities for

operating the deposit insurance system.

B. Regulation of Bank Holding Cotpanies

2.5 - PcMers of Bank Holding Coipanies

The Federal Banking Agency should assume the current respxDnsibility

of the FRB for pronulgating the list of permissible activities under the

Bank Holding Coipany Act, together with the regulations iirplonfenting such

list of activities, for all bank holding coipanies (subject to the

requirements and procedures described herein)

.

2.6 - Disapproval of Holding Coipany Regulations by the FRB

Pursuant to Recormendation 2.5, the current responsibilities of the

FRB for writing the list of permissible activities and regulations irrple-

menting such list of activities for all bank holding coipanies under the

BHCA should be transferred to the FBA. However, in performing these
functions the FBA should be required to work with the FRB as follows:

a. The FBA should furnish the FRB with a copy of any proposed
regulation as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 30 days

29
The term "regulation" as used in Recommendation 2.6 means

regulations (or portions thereof) to establish or change (i) the list of
permissible activities or (ii) the inplementation of such list of

permissible activities.
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prior to publication for public coments. FRB coments on such proposed
regulations could be furnished at any time, either prior to publication
or during the public cament period. Adverse FRB ccrtitients should not
prevent FBA publication of proposed regulations, but at the request of
the FRB the FBA should publish any caments of the FRB along with its
proposed regulation.

b. The FBA should furnish the FRB with a copy of proposed final
regulations at least 30 days prior to pi±)lication in the Federal Regis-
ter . Prior to publication the FRB could disapprove such regulations (or

portions thereof) if the Board of Governors (the "Board") , by a 2/3 vote,
(i) made a formal determination that the adoption of such list or regu-
lations would be reasonably likely to inpair the stability of the U.S.
banking system or have a seriously adverse effect on safe and sound
financial practices, and (ii) transmitted a written report to the FBA
reporting the basis for the Board's determination.

c. In the event a proposed regulation or order for an individual
applicant is disapproved by the Board under the procedures as set forth
herein, such regulation or order should not becone final or effective.
However, the determination of the Board to disapprove as provided herein
should be subject to judicial review in proceedings brought by private
parties, although the FBA should not participate in any such suit brought
against the Board by a private party.

2.7 - Supervision of Holding Canpanies

In general, each individual banking organization (a bank and its
parent holding caipany) should be subject to a single federal agency,
rather than dividing responsibilities between one regulator for the bank
and a different agency for the holding ccnpany. An exception to this
general principle should be made, however, for "international class"
holding ccnpanies as defined below. To accorplish this objective, the
supervision of bank holding corpanies should be revised as follows:

a. The FBA should regulate, supervise and examine all holding
coipanies of national banks, based on the charter status of the lead
bank and s\±)ject to the other provisions hereof.

b. Where states are not certified to perform such responsibil-
ities, the FRB should regulate, supervise and examine holding corpanies
of state banks, subject to the list of permissible activities and regu-
lations inplementing such list of permissible activities pronulgated by
the FBA and the other provisions hereof.

Since proposed orders of the FBA approving nonbanking activities
not yet permitted by general regulations for an individual applicant are
identical in effect to changes in the list of permissible activities, they
would also be subject to the disapproval procedures of this paragraph.

As used herein, the term "lead bank" means the largest single bank
(in asset terms) in a raultibank holding ccnpany, and regulation of holding

(Footnote Continued)
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c. To the extent states are certified to perform such responsibil-
ities, state banking authorities should sipervise and examine holding
corpanies of state banks, subject to the regulations of the FBA as
described above, residual regulatory authority of the FEB and the other
provisions hereof.

d. The FEB should continue to regulate, supervise and examine all
"international class" holding ccnpanies, subject to the FBA list of
permissible activities and regulations irtplementing such list of activi-
ties. This FRB jurisdiction should include both review of holding
company applications and establishment of prudential standards for any
such holding corpany, but regulation of the si±)sidiary bank(s) of any
such holding ccnpany should remain unchanged.

e. An "international class" holding ccnpany would be defined as a
bank holding corpany that: (i) owns or controls U.S. banks with foreign
branches or material foreign banking s\jbsidiaries, (ii) has assets
v^ich total more than .5% (one-half of one percent) of aggregate bank
holding ccnpany assets, or (iii) is a foreign bank or foreign holding
corpany which owns or controls a U.S. bank or owns or controls a foreign
bank with U.S. branches, agencies or banking subsidiaries.

2.8 - Coordination of Holding Corpany Regulation

Because under the new system regulation, examination and supervision
of bank holding cotpanies will be divided between the FBA, FRB and, to
the extent certified, state authorities, mechanisms will be necessary to
coordinate policies, regulations, reporting requirements and interpre-
tations of the BHCA. Such consultation and cooperation should be
provided as follows:

33
a. The FBA should be authorized to review and comnent on

applications or notices filed with the FRB by holding ccnpanies of state-
chartered banks or by international class holding ccnpanies, as well as
concerning general policy matters relating to holding ccnpanies under
consideration by the FRB. Where the FBA si±mitted to the FRB adverse
ccnnents on a particular application or notification (including any
related interpretation of the BHCA) the FRB should be required to
consider such coments and should provide the FBA with a written report
as to the basis for its decision where it determines to proceed
notwithstanding FBA ccninents.

(Footnote Continued)
coirpanies by the FRB and the states should similarly be determined on the
basis of the charter status of the lead bank in each holding ccnpany.

32
"Branches" mean full-service banking facilities engaged in a

dorestic deposit-taking business in a foreign coiantry, and does not
include limited purpose or "shell" offices.

33
And state authorities to the extent certified.
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b. The FRB should be aut±iorized to review and conment on applica-
tions or notices filed with the FBA by holding ccnpanies of national
banks subject to its regulation, as well as on general policy matters
relating to holding ccrrpanies under consideration by the FBA. Where the
FRB sutiTiitted to the FBA adverse cotments on a particular application or
notification (including any related interpretation of the BHCA) , the FBA
should be required to consider such coiments and should provide the FRB
with a written report as to the basis for its decision where it deter-
mines to proceed notwithstanding FRB comients.

c. The FBA and FRB should make any changes to existing prudential
standards (e.g. capital levels, etc.) by mutual agreement. Neither the

FRB nor the FBA should be authorized to change existing prudential stan-
dards without the concurrence of the other agency in order to insure that
prudential standards for holding ccmpanies remain consistent.

d. The FBA and FRB should develop reporting requirements for

holding conpanies regulated by them in mutual consultation, and in a

manner consistent with the streamlined reporting that would be
inplemented by the Administration's proposed Financial Institutions
Deregulation Act ("FIDA") . The agencies should establish ccrmon
reporting requirements to the maximum possible degree, but identical

forms would not be required by law.

e. State agencies certified to regulate, supervise or examine
holding corpanies of state-cheirtered banks should be subject to the list

of permissible activities and regulations irtplementing such list of

permissible activities prcmulgated by the FBA, as well as the joint

prudential standards established by the FRB and FBA.

34
2.9 - Streamlined Reporting Requirements for Bank Holding Corpanies

Reporting requireitents under the BHCA should be streamlined. Bank

holding corpanies' nonbank subsidiaries engaged in the securities busi-

ness should satisfy the BHCA reporting requirements by sutmitting to

their holding corpany regulator the same information submitted at the

same time to the Securities and Exchange Conmission ("SEC") under Section

17 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act") . All

other nonbank sijbsidiaries should satisfy the BHCA reporting requiranents

by submitting to their holding coipany regulator the same information

submitted to the SBC under Section 13 of the Exchange Act, not more

frequently than quarterly. The holding coipany regulator should be

authorized to establish lesser reporting requirements for reports to it

and, in particular cases where warranted by individual circumstances,

greater reporting requirements.

The holding coipany itself should be required to submit only the

periodic reports required by the SBC for public coipanies under the

The provisions set forth in Recotmendations 2.9-2.12 are set forth

more specifically in the Administration's proposed FIDA legislation.
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Ebcchange Act, and cxatparable information for privately-held holding
corpanies. Copies of such reports should also be sutrdtted to the FDIC.

2.10 - Streamlined Application Procedures for Bank Holding Ccnpanies

The procedures under the BHCA should be streamlined to reduce
discretionary approval requirements for individual transactions as
proposed in FIDA. Each regulatory agency supervising bank holding
ccnpanies should establish procedures for reviewing applications under
the BHCA in a manner consistent with FIDA.

2.11 - Sinplified Formation of Bank Holding Ccnpanies

The present requirements of the BHCA for prior approval for forma-
tion of a bank ho].ding cotpany should be eliminated (as provided in
FIDA) , and an exertption should be available from the registration
requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 v^ere a new holding coipany is

to be owned by the same individuals that previously owned the bank(s) to
be owned by the holding ccrpany. The new bank holding cotpany should
also have to meet the capital and other financial standards of its bank
holding corpany supervisor and, at the time of the reorganization, the
bank could not be engaged in activities other than banking.

2.12 - Elimination of Holding Corpany Controls on New Offices
and Other Matters of Corporate Housekeeping

Except for individual restrictions for supervisory reasons, there
should not be any limitation on opening of new offices, relocations or
other matters of corporate housekeeping affecting bank holding corpanies
or their non-banking affiliates.

Discussion of Reconmendations

The most efficient manner of regulating bank holding ccnpanies has
not been a frequent or proiiinent subject of review by earlier studies of

the federal bank regulatory system. One reason for this neglect was the

small number of bank holding corpanies. Indeed, as recently as 1970

there were only 121 such corrpanies in the entire nation. Another reason
for the inattention to holding cotpany regulation in previous studies may
be that, froti the government '

s

perspective, the regulation of all U.S.

holding ccnpanies by a single agency has appeared to be a "sirtple" and
coherent regulatory structure. However, in practice the system has
resulted in an additional regulatory agency for many banking organiza-
tions, thereby corplicating rather than sirtplifying the supervisory
system in the view of many.

One of the principal itotivations for enactment of the Bank Holding
Cotpany Act of 1956 was the desire by Congress to prevent banks froti

acquiring "cottnercial" firms (and vice versa) or engaging in itost non-

banking businesses through the holding cotpany device. Another principal
motivation was to limit the interstate expansion of affiliated banking
organizations. These objectives do not require any particular agency to
handle supervisory responsibilities under the statute.
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Under the current system, the FRB determines the permissible activ-
ities for all bank holding catpanies, acting both through general regu-
lations and orders applicable to specific institutions. This authority
is exercised exclusively by the FRB, with no direct particijjation in this
decision-making by any other government agency.

In addition to its role in determining permissible activities, the
FBB also has jurisdiction to examine and supervise every bank holding
corpany, irrespective of the charter type of its s\±>sidiary bank(s) or
whether the organization engages in any non-banking activities. Pursuant
to this authority the FRB must approve in advance the formation of a bank
holding corpany, the opening of most of its offices and all acquisitions
of other businesses . The FRB must also approve any holding ccfipany ' s

plan to ccsmence a new type of non-banking business on a de novo basis,
even where the type of business is expressly permissible under the FRB
regulations

.

In passing on applications to comience or acquire new businesses, as
well as to form new holding catpanies, the FRB must review, among other
factors, the financial and managerial capabilities of the specific
cdtpany. Where the banking subsidiaries of such firms are national or
state non-member banks, however, the FRB is not likely to have any
on-going first-hand experience relative to the particular firm concerning
these issues. While the FRB always consults with the OCC, FDIC and state

agencies in fulfilling its responsibilities, it is nevertheless in the

position of developing for itself information that is already possessed
by the si:pervisor of the subsidiary bank. Therefore, by separating
holding ccarpany supervisory responsibilities fron that of supervision of
the underlying bank(s) , the current system creates significant and
unnecessary inefficiencies in sane cases.

Since enactment of the BHCA nearly 30 years ago, the number of
registered bank holding caipanies has grown explosively. From the 53

original catpanies, the number of registered bank holding catpanies has
grown itrjre than 10,000 percent, with the total new almost 5,400 catpanies

and still increasing rapidly. Even as late as the time of the 1970

Amendnents to the BHCA, it was rare for a bank to be part of a holding
corpany. In less than 15 years this pattern has been largely reversed,

and at present over 50% of all U.S. banks (holding more than 80% of U.S.

bank assets) are now owned by their shareholders through the holding
corpany format. It is reasonable to assume that this trend to holding
corpany format will continue over the next few years, especially if

Congress enacts the Adininistration's proposed legislation to broaden the

permissible financial activities of bank holding corpanies. As a result,

almost all U.S. banks may eventually becone part of holding catpanies,
and even now the holding corpany has become the doninant organizational
form of the U.S. banking industry.

The growth in the number of holding corpanies has occurred for a

variety of reasons that are often not germane to any supervisory issue,

such as for tax or estate planning purposes. Indeed, it is estimated
that less than 20% of the almost 5,400 holding corpanies engage in any

type of non-banking businesses, while the vast majority of such corpanies

are sinply financing vehicles for the subsidiary bank(s) . In such cases
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virtually all the consolic3ated assets of the overall organization are
actually held in the bank subsidiaries, vdiich are of course already
regulated by the OCXT, FDIC or FRB. In addition, most of these firms are
quite small, with approximately 40% having $25 million or less in assets,
and 80% with $100 million or less.

With the large growth in use of the holding ccrpany form of
organization, most of these caipanies have become subject to FRB
regulation in addition to regulation by the OCXT or FDIC of the subsidiary
banks. Because a bank and its holding corpany are in fact a single
organization, hcwever, the result is a supervisory syston in v^iich

responsibility is fragmented between two different federal agencies, with
no single agency responsible for the entire organization. This
bifurcation of regulatory responsibilities creates a risk that
superv^isory issues will not be adequately perceived by either regulator
due to its partial responsibilities, much as may have occurred in recent
cases of failure of chains of banks under cotnon ownership but not camon
supervision or examination. This risk is mitigated, but not ccrtpletely
eliminated, by the FRB's practice of soliciting carments fron the primary
supervisors of subsidiary banks on all holding cotpany applications and
supervisory actions.

In addition to the risks created by shared supervision over a single
organization, the system results in significant additional regulatory
burdens for private firms due to the necessity of ccitplying with two
different agencies rather than only one. Thus, formation of a new
national bank and its acquisition by a holding conpany today requires two
separate approvals fron unrelated federal agencies, each applying essen-
tially the same standards to the same transaction. Similarly, the merger
of two national banks and their holding corpanies requires the indepen-
dent prior approval of both the OCC and FRB before the transaction may
occur. Even though the legal issues under review in such matters may
differ slightly, in both cases substantial time and legal and other
expenses could be avoided if a single agency had authority to act on the
entire transaction (See Figures 11 and 12 in Part I hereof)

.

The Task Group has proposed eliminating the current fragmented
system under vs^ich banks and their holding catpanies are generally regu-
lated by different agencies. In its place, a new system would be estab-
lished under which in almost all cases the regulation of a bank and its
parent holding ccrpany would be unified under a single federal agency.
Under this proposal, the Federal Banking Agency would regulate national
banks and their holding corpanies, while the Federal Reserve would
regulate state-chartered banks and their holding ccrpanies.

Approximately 93% of the nation's ccrnmercial banks are regulated by
the OCC or FDIC, v>^ile roughly 7% are state member banks regulated by
the FRB. Under the current structure only the state monber banks have the
same federal regulator for their bank and holding coipany.

To the extent that state agencies beccme fully "certified" under
the program described elsevvhere in this Report, a state-chartered bank and

(Footnote Continued)
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By centralizing the regulation of the entire banking organization
under a single agency, the Task Group proposals would both sinplify
regulatory proceedings for regulated firms and, at the same time, offer
the potential for strengthening the overall supervisory process. Unlike
today, in most cases a single regulatory agency would have full siiper-

visory jurisdiction over the entire banking organization, rather than
sinply one or the other of its constituent parts. Also unlike today,
only one agency would be required to approve mergers or acquisitions
involving a particular banking organization, rather than the two or even
three agencies that may be involved today. Similarly, the approval of
only one agency would be required to establish a bank and parent holding
corpany, rather than the two approvals generally required today.

The "unified" system of regulation proposed by the Task Group is,

fron a conceptual point of view, far more justifiable than the status
quo. Under federal law, there is not any regulation of holding ccnpanies
per se of securities, insurance, ccnmodities or other types of financial
firms. Even holding ccrrpanies of savings and loans, which have the only
other federal holding corpany statute, are in most cases virtioally

unregulated. By contrast, bank holding ccnpanies are extensively regu-
lated in virtually all of their operations.

Special regulatory controls exist for bank holding ccnpanies because
of the unique role of banks in the national econony, and the possibility
that adverse financial results in the holding coipany or one of its non-
banking affiliates might endanger the solvency of its subsidiary bank(s)

.

The paradox of the current system is that while the threat of any such
adverse financial inpact on the bank is the principal justification for

the scheme of regulation, the agency with express responsibility for

supervising the solvency of the bank usually does not have authority over
its parent holding corpany or the non-banking affiliates fron which a

financial threat might emanate. While the FRB is responsible for regu-

lating the parent corpany and its affiliates, in most cases it has no

direct supervisory responsibility for the solvency of the si±)sidiary

banks of the holding ccnpanies that it regulates.

The Task Group proposals would irtprove this allocation of respon-

sibilities. In most cases the agency charged with supervising the

solvency of the banking institution would have direct supervisory author-

ity over all of that bank's affiliated ccnpanies. The appropriate bank
supervisor would, therefore, have authority over all transactions that

might affect the solvency of the integrated organization, whether or not

such transaction was being conducted through the bank or through a

related holding corpany affiliate. Therefore, there would be no ability
to "forum shop" between regulators by assigning transactions to a holding
ccnpany or to the subsidiary bank.

(Footnote Continued)
its holding corpany could also be exclusively supervised and examined by
its state regulatory agency rather than the FRB.
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Under the Task Group's proposals, there would be two exceptions to
the unification of regulation of banks and their holding ccrpanies. As
proposed by the Task Group, the FRB would continue to supervise and
examine all "international class" holding ccrpanies. These institutions
would include (i) any U.S. banking organization engaged in a full danes-
tic banking business in a foreign country, (ii) domestic organizations
with more than one-half of 1% of the total aggregate holding corpany
assets (approximately $12^5 billion at the current time) , and (iii) all
bank holding caipanies under foreign ownership. Of the 50 ccrpanies
v^hich would qualify today under (i) and (ii) above, 35 are anchored by
national banks. Therefore, for these 35 institutions there would
continue to be a different regulator for the holding cotpany than for the
national bank siabsidiary.

The second exception to the general principal of unified bank and
holding cotpany regulation is in the case of multi-bank holding ccrpanies
that have both national and state-chartered subsidiary banks. In that
case, one agency would regulate the state-chartered banks, while a
different agency would regulate the nationally-chartered banks. The
holding corpany in such a situation would be subject to the regulator of
the largest subsidiary bank. Any such cotpany desiring a single federal
regulator could, of course, sirtply convert all its subsidiary banks to
the same form of charter, either national or state. The lead bank and
holding corpany regulator would also be in a position to coordinate
examination of all the organization's subsidiary banks with their super-
visory agencies.

In addition to centralizing supervisory responsibilities over the
bank and its holding cotpany, the Task Group proposals would shift the
responsibility for determining the permissible activities of all bank
holding ccrpanies fron the FRB to the new FBA. As a result, the FBA
would in the future interpret the requirements of the BHCA relating to
non-banking activities, either in its current form or as amended on
passage of the currently pending Administration-sponsored legislation to
expand the authorized pcwers of bank holding ccrpanies. While the pcwer
to establish the so-called "laundry list" and the regulations governing
the conduct of any such activities would be transferred to the FBA, the
FRB would itaintain alright to veto either the laundry list or imple-
menting regulations in the event that a 2/3rds majority of the Board
of Governors of the FEB found that any such proposal would have a seri-
ously adverse affect on the banking system as a vhole.

While the responsibility for establishing the permissible activities
of holding cotpanies would shift from the FRB to the FBA, subject to the
FRB's veto, the establishment of prudential standards for holding con-
panies (such as leverage ratios) would be a joint responsibility of the
FRB and FBA. Indeed, under the Task Group's recotnendations such pruden-
tial standards could not be changed by either agency without mutual

37
The veto right of the FRB would also extend to individual orders

approving new activities not previously approved by regulation.
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concurrence. Similarly, the Task Group recotirenciations would require
mutual consultation between the FBA and FRB concerning major policy
issues concerning enforconent of the BHCA and would require reporting
(±iligations to be consistent to the greatest practicable degree.

In addition, under the Task Group reccnnendations the current
procedural requirements of the BHCA would be amended to reduce reporting
requirements, streamline unnecessarily cumbersone obligations, siirplify

formation of bank holding corpanies and eliminate approval requirements
for various day-to-day transactions, such as opening new offices. These
proposals would codify several recent regulatory changes inplariented by
the FRB to streamline existing procedures, and they are all included in
the current legislation pending before the Congress vfcLch is supported by
the Administration, FFB, OCC and FDIC. These proposals relating to bank
holding corpanies have the unanimous support of all the manbers of the
Task Group, and any banking legislation relating to regulation of bank
holding corpanies would be deficient without including such proposals.

III. REFORM OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE SYSTEM

A. Reform of the Deposit Insurance System

3.1- Maintenance of Separate Insurance Funds At The Present Time

The existing deposit insurance funds should continue to be main-
tained at this tiine by the FDIC, FSLIC and NCUSIF.

3.2 - CoTTOon Capital Requirements and Accounting Standards

Congress should require the FDIC and FHLBB to adopt conron miniraum

capital standards and conron accounting rules to determine such minimum
capital for depository institutions insured by each such agency (includ-

ing the FSLIC in the case of the FHLBB) . These coimon standards for
insurance purposes should be inplemented by each agency as soon as

practicable, but Congress should establish a fixed date (such as 7 years
fron the enactment date of legislation) at which time the inplementation
of such standards would have to be cotpleted. Hcwever, each relevant
supervisor^' agency should retain authority to vary such standards in the

event of industry-wide financial difficulties, as well as normal dis-
cretion over individual supervisory cases. Congress should designate a

third party (for exairple, the Secretary of the Treasury) to resolve

remaining disputed issues if the agencies do not agree on standards
within a required period.

3.3 - Risk-Sharing for Uninsured Deposits

There should be a change in current practices under vdiich uninsured
deposits of an institution that is merged or consolidated with another
institution in a transaction assisted by a federal insurance fund are
assumed in full by any successor organization. In any such case,

deposits above the limits of the federal insurance coverage should be
limited to assuitption by any successor organization at no more than an
appropriate fraction of their principal amoiant, with the balance
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represented by receivership-type certificates. However, legislation to

inplen^nt this recarmendation should provide for delayed effectiveness of

a suitable length to permit a measured transition to the new system.

3.4 - Risk-Related Deposit Insurance Premiums

The FDIC and FSLIC should be authorized, but not required, to insti-

tute systems of risk-based insurance premiums, provided that any such

system should include utilization of independent private sector indices

of risk to the extent feasible.

Discussion of Recotinendations

Under the current system there are three different federal deposit

insurance programs for banks, thrifts and credit vinions. These programs

are administered by the FDIC, FSLIC (a part of the FHLBB) and the NCUSIF

(a part of the NCUA) , respectively. Among the issues reviewed by the

Task Group was the desirability of merging these three separate insurance

programs into a single agency. The Task Group concluded that any such

proposal would be premature at this time, in light of the continued

differences in both financial condition and the nature of insured risks

aiTong the different types of insured organizations. While no merger of

the insurance fionds was recormended, the Task Group adopted several other

recomendations to strengthen the current system.

Comon Capital Levels . The Task Group noted the current difference

between the FDIC and FSLIC in the minimum capital required in order to be

eligible for the respective deposit insurance programs. While it has

historically required a 5% minimum capital level, as a result of the

extreme financial condition experienced by many thrifts during the

periods of extraordinary high market interest rates the FSLIC reduced its

minimum capital requirements frcm 5% to only 3%. Indeed, a large per-

centage of thrift institutions do not meet the lower 3% requirement, or

do so only by utilizing regulatory accounting practices that are not

consistent with generally accepted accounting principles. However, the

FDIC presently requires a minimum of 5% capital, which it has proposed

raising to 6%. The FRB and OCC separately establish capital levels for

state nember and national banks, respectively, although these agencies

each require a minimum capital level comparable to that of the FDIC.

The degree of leverage in the capital structure of a depository

institution has a direct bearing on the ability of any such institution

to withstand periods of adverse earnings. While capital is not a substi-

tute for healthy earnings, it is an essential requirement in maintaining

the stability of any single institution or of the banking system as a

v^ole.

In a systaB free of government limits on interest levels, the degree

of leverage of a depository institution directly affects the pricing of

its products. For exanple, an institution with lower capital can main-

tain the same return on equity to its shareholders while simultaneously

offering higher interest rates on deposits than a more conservatively

capitalized institution would be able to offer at a cannon rate of return

on shareholders equity. Therefore, there is a built-in corpetitive
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advantage frcm a pricing perspective to having less capital. Lower
capital levels may also create inducements for certain individuals to
attenpt to utilize insured institutions to achieve large gains through
high-risk speculative activities, with possible significant losses being
iirposed on the insurance funds due to the low level of private capital in
the institution.

To the extent that depositors and otiier creditors are reassured by
government backing of deposits, institutions may be teirpted to maintain
lower capital than would otherwise be prudent. Different levels of
minimum capital between separate government insurance programs involves,
therefore, the creation of a ccrrpetitive advantage for one type of
institution which can be realized only if the institution is capitalized
in a more risky fashion.

To remedy this situation, the Task Group has recamended that the
FSLIC and FDIC be required to establish jointly ccmnon minimum capital
levels for their respective insurance programs. Due to the earnings
difficulties and irtpaired capital position of many thrift institutions,
the Task Group recognized that thrift institutions will require an
adequately long period of time (e.g. 7 years) to attain higher minimum
capital standards. However, the necessity of raising capital to prudent
levels over time must be recognized in order to preserve the financial
integrity and stability of our depositor^' institutions. Indeed, higher
capital levels would increase the safety and soundness of the financial
system by (i) reducing the number of failed institutions, (ii) reducing
losses to the insurance funds and (iii) reducing incentives for highly
speculative activities by insured institutions.

Risk-Related Insurance Premiums . Under the current system, deposit
insurance premiums are based solely on the volume of insured deposits,
v>d.th no variation among insured institutions based on the level of risk
that any such institution may pose for the insurance agency. At present
the very strongest bank pays the same premium rates as a highly troubled
or undercapitalized firm, even though it represents a far lower risk for
the insurance fund. Indeed, the current system in effect forces
prudently managed institutions to subsidize high risk institutions
through unrealistically lew insurance premiums. While few can imagine a

private life insurance program that disregarded age and health history in

establishing premiums, this is precisely hew the deposit insurance system
operates

.

To inprove this situation, the Task Group recerrnendations would
authorize the FDIC and FSLIC to establish risk-based variable insurance
premiums. Under this proposal, institutions that choose to engage in
activities with a broader spectrum of risk would be required to pay
appropriately higher insurance premiums as a result. However, to guard
against abuse, the Task Group reccnroends that the insurance agencies
should be required to utilize measurements of risk developed by the
private sector to the greatest possible degree. This receimiendation

would also permit variation in basic premium levels, rather than sinply
in premium rebates.
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The Task Group recontendation regarding risk related insurance
premiums would strengthen the deposit insurance systan by pentdtting more
realistic pricing of insurance protection. It would also encourage more

prudent behavior by insured institutions by eliminating the current

premium penalty for safer firms. Finally, it would iiiprove the stability

of the financial system as a v^ole by creating a disincentive for insti-

tutions to engage in excessively risky activities.

B. Responsibilities of the FDIC

3.5 - Organization of the FDIC

The FDIC should remain an independent insurance corporation with a

board whose voting members should consist of three Presidential appoin-

tees. However, the Director of the FBA and the Chairman of the FPB

should serve as non-voting meirbers and should be entitled to attend all

board meetings of the FDIC.

3.6 - Activities of the FDIC

The role of the FDIC should be limited by law to providing deposit

insiirance, with no general supervisory' authority unrelated to the opera-

tion of the deposit insurance system. More specifically, all the current

responsibilities of the FDIC for establishing or enforcing regulations

applicable to state-chartered banks concerning consumer protection, civil

rights, historic or environmental protection, trust pcwers, branching and

other functions not relating to insurance concerns, together with all

routine examination, supervision and regulation of state non-member

banks, should be transferred to the FRB, or to the states to the extent

particular states are certified. However, the FDIC should receive copies

of all-,examination and call reports prepared by or filed with the super-

visors of any bank insured by the FDIC.

3.7 - Examination Authority of the FDIC

Current FDIC authority to examine banks for insurance purposes

should remain lonchanged, and the FDIC should have the right (i) to

examine, in conjunction with the primary supervisor, institutions insured

by it (v^iether state or federally chartered) that are troubled, as well

as a limited sample of non-troubled institutions, and (ii) to acconpany

the primary supervisor on other examinations of non-troubled insured

Or a designee frcm among the statutory deputies at the FBA or the

members of the Board of Governors of the FRB.

"Supervisor" as used herein means the FBA, FRB or state

authorities, as the case may be.
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firms. In all examinations of txoubled and non-troubled firms, the

FDIC should utilize the same format for data normally utilized by the

supervisor of any such institution.

3.8 - Enforcement Authority of the FDIC

The FDIC should retain its current authority to revoke insurance for

both state and federally chartered institutions (or raise premiums v^^ere

a system of risk-based insurance premiums is in effect) engaging in

unsafe or unsound practices. In addition, the FDIC should have the

authority to request the relevant supervisor to take any other enforce-

nent action applicable to any insured bank or its officers and directors.

Where the supervisor declined to take such action the FDIC should be

entitled to initiate such action independently if the FDIC Board of

Directors, based upon an examination of any such bank by the FDIC,

determines such action to be necessary under statutory standards relating

to unsafe or unsound banking practices by an insured bank or its manage-

ment.

3.9 - ^^plications for Insurance

The FDIC should continue to review applications for insurance frcm

state-chartered non-irember banks, subject to appropriate deferral (as

described for national and member banks) to the extent certified states

are involved. In the case of applications for a national bank charter or

by a newly-chartered or uninsured state bank for manbership in the

Federal Reserve System, the FBA or FRB, as the case may be, should

furnish a copy of the individual application submitted to either such

agency to the FDIC for its review. In reviewing any such application for

insurance or which would otherwise convey insurance, the FDIC should be

limited to consideration of the financial and managerial resources of the

bank and its organizers. The FBA or FRB, as the case may be, should

advise the FDIC of its determination regarding such factors, and in the

norrral course the FDIC should rely on such determination by the FBA or

FRB. In any event v*iere the FDIC does not concur in any such determina-

tion by the FBA or FRB, it should be required to advise prcrrptly either

such agency that it intends to decline to provide insurance coverage.

Discussion of Reccnmendations

The Task Group recomends a substantial reorientation of the current

responsibilities of the FDIC. Although created to provide deposit insur-

ance, the FDIC has assumed a wide variety of additional responsibilities

over the 50 years of its existence. In most respects these additional

tasks are unrelated to the solvency of insured institutions and any risk

that they might pose to the deposit insurance fund. While these corol-

lary responsibilities are irrportant for seme agency to perform, the FDIC

In each case such examinations should be handled in a manner
ccftparable to that provided in the recent agreement for coordinated

examinations of national banks between the OCC and FDIC.
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may not be the most appropriate agency to enforce environmental, consumer
protection or other laws not relating to its insurance programs.

In the field of bank examination, the FDIC today has responsibility
for si:5)ervising, on a day-to-day basis, approximately 9,000 state non-
member banks. These non-member banks hold approximately 20% of aggregate
U.S. bank assets. The FDIC spends more than $800 million per decade in
examining these banks, even though all of them are examined by state
agencies, and most are perfectly healthy and represent no danger to the
FDIC fund. On the other hand, the FDIC has not historically examined
national banks or member banks that were troubled and may have
represented a far more direct exposure for the FDIC insurance program.

Under the Task Group proposals, the FDIC would transfer to other
agencies all supervisory responsibilities not directly related to opera-
tion of the deposit insurance program and responsibility for examining
healthy state non-member banks. In place of its current role as a

general purpose regulator, the Task Group recam^endations are designed to
provide the FDIC with the authority to serve as a true watchdog of the
insurance program.

Refocused to serve functionally as an insurance ccrpany, the FDIC
would have authority to review applications for insurance, to examine
all troubled institutions (and a sairple of non-troubled firms) in
conjunction with their primary supervisor, to revoke insurance of any
insured bank and to take other enforcement action against violations of
federal laws regarding unsafe banking practices in the banks that it
examines. Working cooperatively with the FBA, FRB and state authorities,
the FDIC would be responsible solely for the safe, sound and efficient
administration of a deposit insurance systan.

IV. ALLOCATIOSI OF FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATORY ACTIVITIES

4.1 - Transfer of Certain Federal Oversight
Responsibilities to the States

As more fully described in Appendix C, a new "certification" program
should be established under which states would assume existing federal

examination and supervisory responsibilities over state-chartered depos-
itory institutions (i) to the degree and extent that individual states

may desire and (ii) where, in the judgment of the responsible federal

Applications under the Change in Bank Control Act ("CBCA") present
a situation that is in sotie respects analagous to other applications that

result in the issuance of federal deposit insurance. Thus, there would
be obvious issues as to v^ch the FDIC would have an institutional
interest. However, the Task Group principals did not review the current
enforcement authority under the CBCA or reccnmend any changes thereto at

the present time.
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42
agencies, any such state has developed supervisory programs that are
cciTparable (at least in a particular area) to those of the relevant
federal supervisory agencies. The certification program should be
designed to establish a flexible process for transferring federal super-
visory authority to the states to the maximum degree practicable and
prudent, subject to appropriate residual regulatory authority of the
FRB or FHLBB, and insiirance authority of the FDIC or FSLIC.

4.2 - Maintenance of Existing Relationships
in States With Limited Supervisory Programs

For states v^ere the appropriate federal agency did not find that
state examinations are equivalently reliable to those of the relevant
federal agencies, federally-insured state-chartered institutions should
be examined by the appropriate federal supervisory agency (the FRB in the
case of banks and the FHLBB in the case of thrifts) in addition to its
state regulator as under current practices, including alternate year
examination programs.

4.3 - Training and Technical Assistance

The various federal examining agencies should be authorized to
provide training and technical assistance to states desiring to enter
into a multi-year program designed to lead to FRB or FHLBB certification
of state examination programs.

4.4 - Facilitation of Cooperative Interstate Examination by States

The Congress should mandate cooperation by Federal examining
agencies with any cooperative interstate examination agency established
independently by the states or by the private sector.

4.5 - Local Advisory Councils

A formal "State Advisory Council" should be established to advise
each Federal Reserve Bank, and through it the FRB, on issues affecting
coordination of state and federal supervision and examination activities,
including questions relating to the scope of certification of individual
states. Similar Regional Advisory Councils should be authorized for the
FBA and FDIC to advise on performance of the responsibilities of such
agencies

.

42
The FRB in the case of banks and FHLBB in the case of thrift

institutions insured by the FSLIC.

43
The FRB's current responsibilities and authority relating to

operation of the discount window should remain unchanged.
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4»6 - Federal Deposit Insurance Availability for
State-Chartered Institutions

Federal authorities should not be under any obligation to utilize
deposit insurance funds contributed by institutions throughout the
country to insure the deposits of state-chartered institutions v*iich

create significant risks for the deposit insurance funds through unsafe
or unsound practices. Consequently, the FDIC (as is authorized under
current law) and FHLBB should be authorized to limit the availability of
deposit insurance for state-chartered institutions \n^re, in making use
of authorities granted under state law, any such institution engages in
unsafe or unsound practices.

4.7 - State-Chartered Institutions with
Purely Extraterritorial Powers

While the states have always had the authority to determine indepen-
dently the activities that may be engaged in by state-chartered insti-
tutions. Congress should specifically review the desirability as a matter
of federalism of permitting states to confer such authorities for use in
other states while simultaneously restricting their use within the
authorizing state.

Discussion of Reccmnendations

Under the current system, the FRB or FDIC have jurisdiction to
examine and supervise all state-chartered banks v^ich are either members
of the Federal Fteserve Syston or insured by the FDIC. Therefore, vir-
tually all state-chartered banks in reality have two supervisors, one at
the state level and a second at the federal level. State non-member
banks with a holding corpany would also have the FRB as a third regulator
for their holding catpany. This system can result in a single bank being
examined three times a year by different agencies and its cvn accoun-
tants, together with a possible fourth examination for its holding
ccfipany. Although the FDIC and FRB have both adopted alternative year
examination programs with slightly more than one-half the states to
reduce dual examinations by both federal and state agencies in the same
year, there is still substantial overlap in bank examinations.

For any state that can conduct an examination that is equivalently
reliable to that of its federal counterpart, there is no public purpose
served by repeating at the federal level the examination already
conducted by the state. Rather than preoccupying themselves with
examinations of healthy state-chartered institutions in states with the
highest quality regulatory programs, the federal agencies should focus
their efforts more intensely on state-chartered institutions in states
that do not have adequate supervisory programs of their own, as v^ll as
on troubled institutions in danger of failure and other special
situations

.

Therefore, the Task Group recormends the creation of a new "certi-
fication" program. Under this program much of the current federal
authority for state-chartered banks and their holding corpanies could be
turned over to state agencies that have supervisory programs \diich are
equivalently reliable to those of the federal agencies. Under this

program states would be able to assume full regulatory responsibilities.
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without federal duplication, for all, or only certain sizes and types, of
state-chartered banks and their holding cotpanies.

Under this proposal, the criteria for certification of bank regu-
latory programs would be jointly developed by the FBA, FDIC and FRB in a
rulemaking proceeding with full notice and pi±ilic cement. Input from
the state regulatory agencies should be specifically encouraged as part
of the rulemaking proceeding. The FEB, in consultation with the other
agencies (as well as the relevant peer review ccmrdttees of state regula-
tors) , would make the final decision to certify or decertify a particular
state at a specific level, although the determination to certify a state
would be subject to veto by the FDIC. Certification criteria and
decisions for thrift regulatory programs would be determined in a
corparable manner by the FHLBB.

Each state would decide for itself the "level" at which it desired
to assune existing federal supervisory responsibilities. For exarrple, a

state could seek certification for all banks with assets below a
particular asset size (e.g. $300 million or $500 million, etc.) or based
on operating criteria (e.g. banks without foreign operations)

.

Similarly, a state could seek certification to supervise all, or only
certain sizes of holding cotpanies, or those with only intra-state
non-banking activities.

Certified state regulatory agencies would, of course, be subject in

all respects to the substantive requirements of federal law. One inpor-
tant element in deciding on state eligibility for certification would be

the state's ability to insure ccrrpliance with federal law. For example,

no state agency could authorize holding corpanies to engage in specific
activities that were not permitted under federal law. In fact, to be
certified for holding corpany supervision a state would have to adopt a

statute not less restrictive than the federal holding cotpany statute.

While states would not be free to abrogate substantive federal law

applicable to all bank holding corpanies, to the extent they were so

certified state agencies could administer and enforce the BHCA, including

acting on applications or notifications by holding companies desiring to
engage in permissible activities. Similarly, a principal criteria for

the certification of states to conduct cotpliance examinations under
federal consumer legislation would be the adequacy of state systems to

detect violations .of federal law to an equivalent degree to that of
federal agencies.

At the same time that incentives would be created for states to
assume more corplete responsibility for regulating state-chartered insti-
tutions, the authority of the federal government to proscribe unsafe or

unsound practices by any insured institution would be reaffirmed under

44
States are authorized to enforce a wide variety of federal

statutory programs pertaining to occupational safety and health, strip
mining, air and water pollution and many other areas.
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the Task Group's reccmnendations . While only the state legislature can
determine the appropriate content of substantive state banking law, there
should be no inherent obligation on the part of the federal insurance
agencies to underwrite unsafe practices by any institution, Vi^ether or
not permitted under state law. However, the touchstone for review should
be vdiether unsafe practices exist, rather than v^ether a state authorizes
activities that are different in sane respect from those provided under
federal law. The ability of the states to experiment with better ways to
serve the consumer should not be iirpaired unless necessary to protect the
integrity of the deposit insurance programs or to assure safety and
soundness of the overall banking system.

V. FUNCTIONAL REGULATIOJ, STREAMLINING OF UNNECESSARY
REGULATORY CONTROLS AND EQUALITY OF COMPETITION

A. Inplementation of Greater Functional Regulation

5.1 - Centralization of Antitrust Responsibilities

The Bank Merger Act ("BMA") should be repealed, with all anti-
corpetitive analysis performed by the Department of Justice, utilizing
normal antitrust standards (including existing size cut-offs under the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Act) . The appropriate federal supervisory agencies
should review merger/acquisition notifications solely for safety and
soundness considerations. Notwithstanding the application of normal
antitrust standards, supervisory mergers should continue to be exarpt
from prior Department of Justice review. The autonatic stay and limited
period for the Department of Justice to sue under current law should also
be retained.

5.2 - Centralization of Securities Responsibilities

The registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 shoiiLd

be made applicable to publicly offered securities of banks and thrifts

(but not deposit instruments) , and administration cind enforcement of
disclosure and other requir^nents of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

for bank and thrift securities should be transferred fron the bank and

thrift regulatory agencies to the SBC, as is currently the case for

securities of all other types of cotpanies (including bank and thrift
holding cotpanies) . The Federal Hone Loan Bank Board, hcwever, should

exercise securities jurisdiction over conversions of savings and loan

associations and federal savings banks fron the mutual to the stock form

of organization and other matters involving the safety and soundness of
insured institutions or affecting the operations of the Federal Savings

and Loan Insurance Corporation.

5.3 - AutoTBtic Margin Eligibility for National Market System Stocks

All NASDAQ National Market System stocks should be autotiatically

margin-eligible, as are securities listed on securities exchanges, unless
removed fron eligibility by action of the SEC. This would revise the
current system under vMch margin eligibility for OTC stocks is limited
to a list of approved securities published periodically by the FRB.
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5.4 - Transfer of Margin Responsibilities for
Options on Financial Instruments

Without prejudice to the desirability of further changes to margin
regulation in general, v^ich should be considered following ccmpletion of
current studies in progress, the current procedures under v»*uch margin
requirements for options on financial instruments (other than options on
individual equity securities) are established by appropriate securities
exchanges (subject to SBC veto) , rather than by the FEB, should be
codified by amending Section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act to elimi-
nate FRB authority over such instruments.

Discussion of Recommendations

Under the current system, the Department of Justice and the OCC,
FDIC, FRB and FHLBB are responsible for reviewing the anti-ccirpetitive

irrplications of mergers and acquisitions involving banks or thrifts or
their holding ccrpanies. The result is that mergers involving such firms

are subject to an antitrust review by both the Department of Justice and
the relevant financial agency, rather than the single review applied to
all other types of ccrpanies. In addition, the three banking agencies
may differ in their interpretation of the Bank Merger Act and the ccrpet-
itive standards applicable to bank or holding corpany transactions.

To reform this unnecessarily cumbersome systan, the Task Group
recomnends that normal antitrust standards should apply to mergers and
acquisitions involving banks and thrifts. This would eliminate the

special corpetitive criteria in both the BMA and BHCA. While special
substantive antitrust standards for banks may have been justified during
an earlier era, as banks increasingly engage in a wider spectrum of
financially-oriented activities the continuation of such differential
antitrust standards is increasingly unsupportable as a matter of public

policy.

Under the Task Group proposals, the Department of Justice would
apply normal substantive antitrust standards imder the same procedures
applicable to other types of ccrpanies, with special provisions limited

to supervisory mergers and the maintenance of the automatic stay and

limited period for suit under current law. In the special case of
supervisory mergers the Department of Justice should have an opportunity

to cement to the appropriate supervisory agency on the ccrpetitive
effects of such a merger prior to its ccrpletion to the extent possible

vinder the circumstances. By placing antitrust regulation on a functional

basis, banks and thrifts would be treated identically to other types of
firms for antitrust purposes, and the antitrust divisions of the four

bank and thrift agencies would be abolished.

Similarly, the Task Group reccrtnends that all banks and thrifts
publicly issuing securities (but not deposit instruments) to the invest-

ing public should be subject to the registration requirements of the

Securities Act of 1933, and that administration and enforcement of

disclosure requirements under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 should

be transferred exclusively to the SEC. Under the current system, the

four bank and thrift agencies each maintain a separate securities
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division to perform the responsibilities otherwise handled by the SEC for

all other types of cotpanies. Like multiple agencies to review antitrust
matters, this is an area of unnecessary duplication of government
resources. Therefore, the Task Groijp reccrmends centralizing all
enforcement responsibilities under the 1933 and 1934 Acts in the SBC.

The issuance of securities by thrift institutions sanetimes differs
frcm securities offerings by other financial institutions because of the

unique mortgage-related nature of many types of thrift securities. For
exanple, thrifts issue a variety of securities that represent interests

in pools of mortgages, that pay through to their holders based upon
payments in a pool of mortgages, or that are collateralized by mortgages.

Thrifts also have developed other debt and equity financing techniques

that use mortgage-related securities that have been obtained in exchange

for mortgages in their portfolio.

While other types of firms issue mortgage-backed securities that are

registered with the SEC under the 1933 Act, such issuances by thrifts are

unique because the mortgages backing such securities represent a

principal corponent of the net worth of many institutions whose deposits

are insiired by the FSLIC. Thus, the nature of securities issued by

thrifts may directly affect the assets available to the FSLIC in the

event of insolvency or have other direct impacts on safety and soundness.

Therefore, the FHLBB should have authority to limit securities offerings

by thrift institutions that would adversely affect thrift safety and

soundness or the FSLIC fund.

The Task Group recormends streamlining the current system for deter-

mining margin eligibility of OTC stocks that are part of the NASDAQ

National Market System. At present OTC stocks become margin eligible

only upon inclusion in a list published by the FRB three times a year,

although all securities listed on a national exchange are automatically

margin-eligible. As the OTC market is new larger than all securities

exchanges except the New York Stock Exchange, the current system is

unduly restrictive for the most actively traded OTC stocks. Therefore,

for these National Market Systan stocks, prices for which are published

daily in newspapers across the United States, margin eligibility would

become automatic to the same degree as with securities listed on an

exchange

.

Finally, the Task Group recormends that responsibility for estab-

lishing margin requirements for options on financial instruments other

than individual equity securities should be shifted from the FRB to the

appropriate securities exchanges, subject to SEC veto. This would codify

existing practices.

Most msnbers of the Task Grovp also felt that the FRB's remaining

margin responsibilities should be eliminated. Seme members believed that

such responsibilities should be transferred to the securities exchanges,

s\±)ject to SEC veto, viiile others believed that margin controls should be

abolished. However, despite strong support for such proposals no

specific reccnmendations were adopted due to the pendency of a major

study on margin regulation by the FFB staff. It was unanimously felt
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t±iat proposals to alter the margin system should be further reviewed i:^n
cciinpletion of the FFB study.

B. Streamlining of Unnecessary or Overbroad Regulatory
Restrictions

5.5 - Elimination of Federal Approvals for Branch Locations

Unless otherwise required in an individual case for supervisory

reasons, advance approval fron, or notification to, any federal super-
visory agency should not be required for a federally-chartered or insured
institution to establish branches or install autonatic teller machines
(v^ere permissible pursuant to state law in the case of banks)

.

5.6 - Interstate Branching Parity of National
and State-Chartered Banks

National banks should have the same authority to branch interstate

as state-chartered banks from the same state. While the basic intent of

the McFadden Act was to give national banks in a particular state the

benefit of branching rules for state-chartered banks in that state, the

statute is written in a way to suggest that national banks have branching

parity only within the state. Consequently, national banks may be denied

the benefits in states which adopt reciprocal interstate branching unless

the law is so amended.

5.7 - Parity Between National and State-
Chartered Banks in Electronic Facilities

Without prejudice to the desirability of future changes in

geographic restrictions on depository institutions, AIM machines

installed by national banks should be treated as branches only to the

extent that ATM machines of state-chartered banks are treated as

branches, rather than the current requirement that such machines must be

treated as branches even if not so defined by state law.

5.8 - Repeal of Statutory Capital Requirements

for Branches of National Banks

The current requirement that national banks maintain a minimum

"statutory" capital for each branch is obsolete and should be repealed.

5.9 - Small Institutions Exemption fron CRA and HMDA

The CoimTunity Reinvestment Act ("CRA") and Hone Mortgage Disclosure
Act ("HMDA") should be amended to exenpt smaller institutions with less

than a specified amount of assets.

5.10 - Repeal of Cfcsolete or Unnecessary Requiranents

Various obsolete and outdated requirements of current banking and
securities laws should be repealed, as enumerated and described at ;^]pen-

dix B.
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5.11 - Abolition of FFIEC

The FFIBC should be abolished as unnecessary. Meaningful agency

consultation and cooperation can only be achieved on a voluntary basis,

and the FFIEC has not increased the level of such cooperation.

5.12 - Reduction of Mutual Fund
Shareholder Fee Litigation

Section 36(b) of the Investment Ccnpany Act of 1940 (the "ICA")

,

which provides for shareholder litigation against "excessive" advisory

fees, has produced unnecessarily extensive litigation against mutual fund

advisors. Consequently, section 36(b) should be amended to either (i)

establish specific standards to guide the case-by-case decision^naking of

the courts, or (ii) to authorize the independent directors of a fund to

approve advisory fees based on a "reasonable business judgment" standard

without subsequent litigation.

5.13 - Sharing of Costs and Expenses of
Related Mutual Funds

The ICA should be amended to permit the independent directors of

mutual funds to adopt carrion plans of share distribution and cost sharing

with related funds, in a manner determined to be fair by the independent

directors, corpared with the current requirement for prior SEC approval

of such ccttnon plans.

5.14 - Repeal of Public Utility Holding Ccnpany Act

The Public Utility Holding Catpany Act should be repealed, as its

objectives were satisfied many years ago.

5.15 - Elimination of Nuisance Litigation Under RICO

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO")

passed in 1970 as part of omnibus organized crime legislation, authorizes

civil suits for violations of RICO with treble damage awards and attor-

neys fees. Because "securities fraud" is one of the many offenses v^iich

can trigger RICO, it has been used increasingly in litigation concerning

normal disputes between brokerage firms and their customers, as well as

in litigation between banks and their custoners over interest rate levels

and other matters wholly unrelated to organized criminal activities. The

statute should be amended to insure that its civil liability provisions

are not misused by private parties in litigation involving financial

institutions

.

Discussion of Reccnrnendations

A large number of the current s\±)Stantive legal requirenents

applicable to banks, thrifts, securities firms and other providers of

financial services are unnecessarily burdensane. In seme cases these

regulatory restrictions were ill-conceived at the time they were

originally adopted. In other cases, the regulations may have been

necessary at one tine, but have now outlived any conceivable benefit to
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the public. In still other cases, regulations serve desirable policy
(±>jectives, but may be unnecessarily broad in their application and
thereby create unnecessary costs.

While the Task Group did not attenpt to perform a thorough review of

all the substantive requirements of law applicable to all the different

types of financial institutions, in the course of both reviewing pxJDlic

cannents and considering the general regulatory structure, various

specific areas of unnecessary regulatory burden became apparent. These

included a diverse set of issues described in the specific reccmnenda-

tions, ranging fron totally unnecessary federal controls on the location

of otherwise lawful branches or teller itechine installations to the

flagrant misuse of RICO as a tool of strike suite litigation against

financial firms with no connection v\*iatsoever to the organized crime

activity RICX) was designed to deter. In each of the areas identified by

the Task Group, the public interest would be well-served by reducing the

unnecessary burdens created by current law.

C. Equality of Regulatory Treatment

5.16 - ;^plication of Glass-Steagall Act Upon

Passage of Deregulatory Legislation

If and only if new deregulatory legislation is enacted to expand the

permissible securities activities of bank holding conpanies as provided

in FIDA, the prohibition against affiliations between firms engaged in

underwriting long-tenn corporate debt or equity securities and meinber

banks should be extended to apply equally to (i) state-chartered banks

vrfiich accept federally insured deposits, irrespective of meanbership in

the Federal Reserve System, and their subsidiaries, and (ii) insured

thrift institutions and their sx±)sidiaries , irrespective of charter type.

Discussion of Recarmendation

The Glass-Steagall Act was enacted to, among other things, prohibit

affiliations between coimercial banks and investment banks engaged in the

underwriting and distribution of corporate securities. Many informed

observers, including the Department of Justice, consider the Glass-

Steagall Act to be an unnecessary and highly anti-conpetitive restraint,

probably enacted due to misperception of the causes of the depression.

However, other observers, including many members of the securities

industry, consider the statute to be wise public policy even under

today's market conditions. Irrespective of one's view of its desirabil-

ity, the statute is an artificial separation of financial sectors v^iich

does not exist in most other industrialized nations.

^^In fact, the statute does not apply outside the U.S., and American

banks are active in securities underwriting and distribution in London

and other financial centers outside the U.S.
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As an artificial separation of market sectors, the statute should be
^plied in an even-handed and across-the-board fashion if it is to
continue as public policy in the United States. However, for reasons
that remain in dispute, the e^qjress statutory language passed by Congress
differs in the extent of restrictions applied to state banks that are
mentsers of the Federal Reserve System and those that are not. In a

series of individual cases dating back more than a decade, and new
through a proposed general regulation, the FDIC has taken the position
that Glass-Steagall prohibits affiliations between investment banks and
national banks and state msnber banks, but that it does not apply to
affiliations with state non-member banks. This difference in application
has resulted in the acquisition of banks by several full-service secu-

rities firms and underwriters, including the nation's second largest. It

has also recently been utilized by certain non-manber banks seeJcing to
acquire securities firms as subsidiaries.

The application of this statute to seme banks but not others, based
solely on whether institutions are members of the Federal Reserve System,

is indefensible. Either public policy demands that depository institu-

tions be separated frem ceitpanies engaged in the underwriting of corpo-

rate securities or it does not. In the context of a broadening of
permissible securities powers of bank holding ccnpanies as proposed in

the Administration's pending legislation, the Task Group supports an

extension of the Glass-Steagall Act to all depository institutions,

irrespective of mentoership in the Federal Reserve Systan. However, the

Task Group did not reccnmend any legislation to extend the prohibitions

against affiliations between banks and investment banks absent enactment

of the proposed new legislation to broaden the existing securities

activities of bank holding companies.
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APPENDIX A
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Distribution of Assets
and Numbers of Banks
(As of 1 2/31/83; $ in billions)

FIGURE 14

Total Banks = 14,463

Total Assets = $2,342 billion

(Excludes Mutual Savings Banks)
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Distribution of Assets

and Numbers of Thrift Institutions

(As of 12/31/83; $ in billions)

FIGURE 15

Total Thrifts = 3,476

Total Assets = $988 billion

(Includes Mutual Savings Banks)
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Distribution of Assets

and Numbers of All Banks and Thrifts Combined

(As of 1 2/31/83; $ in billions)

FIGURE 16

Total Institutions = 17,939

Total Assets = $3,330 billion
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Percentage Distribution of the Number of
Banks and Their Assets by Asset Size

FIGURE 17

(As of 1 2/31/83; $ in billions)

Less than
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Percentage Distribution of the Number of
Bank Holding Companies and Their Banking

Assets by Asset Size

FIGURE 18

(As of 12/31/83; $ in billions)
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Percentage Distribution of the Number of
Thrifts and Their Assets by Asset Size

FIGURE 19

(As of 12/31/83; $ in billions)
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1.000M

Total Thrifts = 3,040 Total Assets = $754 billion (excludes Mutual Savings Banks)
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Percentage Distribution of the Number of
Thrift Holding Companies and
Their Assets by Asset Size*

FIGURE 20
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Recommendations to Reduce Excessive Regulation

A. Statutory/Regulatory Controls and Procedures

The following recommendations are aimed at the reduction of
unnecessary statutory provisions which remain "on the books" of
the Federal agencies as well as the reduction or simplification
of the agencies' still-valid statutory/regulatory controls and
procedures

.

1 . Amend 12 U.S.C. 1828(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act
to shift investigation of safety and soundness of an uninsured
institution being merged with a national or state member bank
from the FDIC to the state or Federal agency which will supervise
the successor entity .

Explanation ; The FDI Act at 12 U.S.C. 1828(c)(1) requires
the FDIC to perform an investigation of an uninsured institution
in connection with the merger or acquisition of that institution
by a national or state member bank. Inasmuch as the OCC or the
state authority will have direct supervisory responsibilities
following the merger or acquisition, the investigation for safety
and soundness-related issues should be shifted to the state or
Federal agency which will have direct supervisory responsibil-
ities following the merger. A separate approval by the Depart-
ment of Justice (DOJ) would be required, solely as relates to the
competitive factor. DOJ would be the sole Federal regulator with
respect to the competitive portion of the merger process. 12
U.S.C. 1828(c)(1) would be eliminated as a result and 12 U.S.C.
1828(c) (2) would be slightly modified to cover mergers with both
insured and uninsured banks.

2.
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Explanation : The FDI Act at 12 U.S.C. 1828 (i) requires
insured nonmember banks to obtain the FDIC's prior approval to
reduce or retire "capital" notes or debentures. Originally
designed to preserve a bank's capital structure, this provision
does not give practical recognition to the fact that notes and
debentures are liabilities and not capital. On December 17,
1981, the FDIC adopted a policy statement to the effect that
notes and debentures will no longer be taken into consideration
in determining the capital adequacy of a bank. Accordingly,
reference to retirement of capital notes and debentures should be
removed from the provisions of the Act because the procedures
through which banks and the FDIC are forced to go for the purpose
of retiring debt serve little or no purpose.

4. Amend 12 U.S.C. 1817 (j) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act
to permit regulatory agencies to exclude from the expensive and
time-consuming application process stock control changes within
the family, or those that represent an interim step preceding the
establishment of a bank holding company (BHC) .

Explanation : The FDI Act at 12 U.S.C. 1817{j) contains
important provisions which prevent stock control changes that are
or may prove to be detrimental to the bank and its depositors.
However, the provisions have serious drawbacks in two respects:
The provisions include transactions which apparently should have
been omitted, and they require a duplication of work in many
instances. With regard to the excessive scope of the provisions,
many of the required "Notices of Acquisitions of Control" relate
to transfers within a family whereby a father or an estate
transfers control to a son or relative. The statute should be
modified to allow the regulatory agencies to exclude this type of
transaction from the expensive and time-consuming application
process. In many instances, a change in control may represent an
interim step that precedes the establishment of a bank holding
company. In such instances the FDIC's investigation of the
interim control step needlessly duplicates the FRB ' s subsequent
approval process. The misuse of resources can also be corrected
by providing the agencies with administrative flexibility to
exclude transactions from the application of the statutory
provisions

.

5. Amend 12 U.S.C. 1829 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act to
waive the application and consent requirement for persons with
criminal convictions who seek employment with an insured bank
after the FDIC has previously consented to their employment
elsewhere .

Explanation ; Any person with a prior conviction involving
dishonesty or breach of trust is required by 12 U.S.C. 1829 to
obtain the FDIC's prior consent before being employed by an
insured bank. This provision of the FDI Act has two weaknesses.
In the first instance, a minor offense committed in years past
will require repeated application filings every time such a
person takes a job at a different bank. Not only does the
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statute require an unreasonable duplication of effort to retrace
data which has previously been cleared but it needlessly subjects
the applicant to humiliating experiences. The statute should be
amended by providing flexibility to waive the requirement to file
bank applications once consent has been granted.

6. Amend 12 U.S.C. 1829 (see above) to cover employment with
the parent holding company .

Explanation : Another deficiency in 12 U.S.C. 1829 is that
the application provision does not extend to employment of a

convicted person by a holding company. Because persons in key
positions within the holding company can influence bank policy
and practices and also since it is not clear whether an order
could be adopted under the enforcement powers of the FDIC to
reach a person holding a position in the holding company, it
would appear that 12 U.S.C. 1829 should be extended to embrace
employment with a holding company.

7. Amend the National Historic Preservation Act to eliminate
the necessity of a determination by Federal banking agencies, in
addition to state determination, that a bank's relocation, new
branch, or establishment meets certain eligibility requirements .

Explanation : The subject Act requires Federal agencies,
with respect to any approvals or issuances of licenses for an
"undertaking," to take into account the effect of the undertaking
on any site, building, etc., that is included or _is eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. An
affirmative agency determination is required based on either a

listing in the National Register or on criteria established by
the National Council which would indicate possible eligibility
for inclusion. Similar determinations must be made by the bank
and the State Historical Preservation Officer. The principal
problem is one of delay and duplication. Upon receiving an
application the Agency must "consult" with the State Historic
Preservation Officer who has 30 days to respond before the agency
may act on the application. If potential eligibility is involved
a much longer process ensues. Since the banking agencies possess
little or no expertise in this area and since the process is

duplicative, the banking agencies should be relieved of this
responsibility. Financial institutions could, alternatively, be
simply advised of their responsibility to notify the State
Historic Preservation Officer thereby reducing some delay in
having an application considered.

8. Amend the National Environmental Policy Act to eliminate the
necessity of determinations by the Federal banking agencies about
whether the establishment of new banks, branches, mergers,
relocations and facilities will significantly affect the environ-
ment .

Explanation ; The subject Act requires Federal agencies to
make a determination as to whether or not their actions would
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have an effect on the quality of the human environment. Where
such a determination is made the agency is required to file a

detailed Environmental Impact Statement with the Council on
Environmental Quality and observe certain designated time sched-
ules for review and public availability of the statement prior to

final agency action. Since application for branches, new banks,
relocations, etc., must meet local zoning codes it is unusual
that adverse environmental impact will occur. For banking
offices any adverse impact, should it occur, would probably be
best resolved at the local, rather than the Federal, level
anyway. Requiring the Federal banking agencies to make deter-
minations increases the potential for substantive delays. If

Federal action is necessary it would seem best handled by simply
instructing a bank to communicate its plans directly to the
Environmental Protection Agency.

9. Repeal the first three paragraphs of Section 8 of the
Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. 19) which prohibit management and employee
interlocks between a member bank and other banks located in

certain geographic areas .

Explanation ; This prohibition was duplicated and expanded
on by the Depository Institutions Management Interlocks Act
("DIMIA"), enacted in 1978 as part of FIRA (12 U.S.C. 3201, et

seq. ) . DIMIA prohibited management interlocks among all deposit-
taking institutions and expanded the geographic scope of the

prohibition according to the size of the institutions involved in

an interlock. In light of the 1978 enactment of DIMIA, and

certain technical inconsistencies between Clayton and DIMIA,

retention of the first three paragraphs of Section 8 of the

Clayton Act is excessive.

10

.

Give the Securities Exchange Commission broad authority to

grant exemptions from the registration requirements of the

Securities Act of 1933 for those securities or securities trans-

actions for which full registration is unnecessary .

Explanations : The SEC deals with a variety of situations in

which registration under the Securities Act is neither necessary
nor desirable. In many of these cases, it may not be entirely
clear whether a statutory exemption is available. An example of

this is bank pre-organization certificates that are sold to meet

the minimum capital requirements set by bank regulatory agencies.

The sale of certain types of securities issued by foreign issuers

(e.g. certificates of deposit issued by a U.S. branch of a

foreign bank that is regulated by a federal or state banking
agency) is another case in point. Blanket exemptive authority
would allow the SEC maximum flexibility in dealing with these

types of situations, as it possesses under both the Investment

Company Act and Investment Advisers Act. Section 303 of the

Federal Securities Code adopted by the American Law Institute

contains a provision very similar to the SEC's proposal for

blanket exemptive authority and provides an excellent framework

for legislative drafting purposes.
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11. Combine 12 U.S.C. 31 and 32 with 12 U,S.C. 30 .

Explanation ; 12 U.S.C. 31 and 32 relate to the rights and
liabilities of a national bank that changes its name or location.
12 U.S.C. 30 deals with the same subject. Combining these
statutes would make for a less confusing statutory framework.

12. Combine 12 U.S.C. 40 and 41 with 12 U.S.C. 42 .

Explanation ; 12 U.S.C. 40 and 41 extend the national
banking laws to the Virgin Islands and Guam. 12 U.S.C. 42 deals
with the territorial application of the national banking laws.
Combining these statutes would make for a less confusing statutory
framework.

13. Repeal 12 U.S.C. 87, 88 and 89, which govern circulating
notes issued by national banks .

Explanation ; These statutes are obsolete since national
banks no longer issue such notes.

14. Repeal 12 U.S.C. 101-109, 121-126, 131-138, and 195 .

Explanation ; These statutes, which govern a national bank's
issuance, replacement, redemption and failure to redeem its
circulating notes, are obsolete insofar as the Comptroller of the
Currency is involved in the process and should be repealed.

15. Repeal 12 U.S.C. 168-178 and 183-186 .

Explanation ; These statutes, which govern the deposit and
return of U.S. Bonds that back a national bank's circulating
notes, are obsolete insofar as the Comptroller of the Currency is

involved in the process and should be repealed.

16. Revise 12 U.S.C. 214, 214a, 214b, 214c, 215, 215a, and 215b
in order to facilitate the reorganization of national banks .

Explanation ; These statutes need revision to facilitate the
reorganization of national banks without the need to form an
"interim" or "phantom" bank. At present, a national bank wishing
to reorganize the ownership of its shares must go through the
confusing, time-consuming and expensive process of seeking a

charter for a bank that will exist only on paper and only for a

short period of time. This procedure is used in two situations;
when a bank wants to convert itself into a wholly-owned subsid-
iary of a newly formed bank holding company and when an existing
holding company want to acquire 100% of the stock of an
independently-owned bank. In each case, management must apply to
OCC both to form the new interim bank and to merge it with the
existing bank. Upon consummation of the merger, all of the stock
of the merged bank is acquired by the holding company, and the
bank shareholders who dissented from the merger are paid and
their shares auctioned. This procedure would be simplified by a
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new statute authorizing the holding company's direct acquisition
of 100% of the bank's stock, without the need to charter a new
bank and engage in a merger. Dissenting shareholders would still
be entitled to the value of their shares, but OCC ' s role in the
appraisal of the share's value would be eliminated in favor of
allowing shareholders to resort to court action if not satisfied
with the appraisal reached by a committee of three private
individuals

.

17

.

Revise 12 U.S.C. 72 to eliminate the requirement that most
national bank directors must have resided in the bank's community
prior to appointment. The number of directors who must comply
with the residency requirement (i.e., living within 100 miles
from the bank's main office or within the state in which the bank
is located) should be reduced from two-thirds to a majority .

Explanation ; As executive mobility and commuting increase
there is less reason to differentiate between banks and other
operations by requiring directors to have lived in the area where
the bank is located for one year prior to the bank's organiza-
tion. The same argument supports reducing to a simple majority
(from two-thirds) the number of directors who must comply with
the residency requirement. Revising the statute in this respect
will not significantly detract from its original objective of
assuring a sizeable number of local directors for each national
bank while it will facilitate the recruitment of high-quality
directors.

18. Revise 12 U.S.C. 418-420 to give the Secretary of the
Treasury, rather than the Comptroller of the Currency, authority
over the engraving and custody of plates, printing, and delivery
of Federal Reserve notes to the Federal Reserve Banks .

Explanation : The responsibility for printing the national
currency is no longer consistent with the Comptroller's duties as
a regulator of a national bank and is, in fact, performed by
other Treasury bureaus. Accordingly, these functions should be
transferred to the Secretary of the Treasury for appropriate
delegation elsewhere within the Treasury Department. This could
be achieved by transferring such authorities to 31 U.S.C. 5114,
which gives the Secretary general authority for engraving and
printing of United States Currency.

19. Repeal or reduce the reporting requirements of Titles VIII
and IX of the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate
Control Act of 1978 .

Explanation ; Titles VIII and IX of the Financial Institu-
tions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978 require
the submission of reports which should be discontinued. Title
VIII requires certain shareholders, directors and officers of a

bank to file detailed information with the bank each year per-
taining to credit that the individual has received from a corre-
spondent of the bank. Additionally, an insured nonmember bank is
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required to submit a consolidated report to the FDIC based on the
individual reports submitted to the bank while FRB member banks
would submit such reports either to the OCC or to the FRB.

Title IX requires a bank to report information about principal
shareholders annually and to make the information publicly
available. Based on the regulatory agencies' experience, the
practical utility of these reporting systems does not justify the
burdens they impose. The regulators rely upon routine
examination procedures to detect abuses associated with
correspondent relationships and to ascertain pertinent informa-
tion pertaining to major stockholders. There has not been
detected any interest by the public to obtain Title IX informa-
tion. Of note is the Garn-St Germain provision concerning these
reports and related inter-agency discussions that are taking
place. Because these reports neither assist the regulators nor
attract any apparent interest from the public, the reporting
requirements should be removed from the statutes or the burden of
the reports ought to be significantly reduced,

20

.

All provisions required or permitted by the Trust Indenture
Act to include in a trust indenture should be permitted to be
incorporated by reference .

Explanation ; The Act currently does not provide for incor-
poration by reference. Adoption of this recommendation would
reduce paperwork, facilitate drafting of trust indentures, and
avoid legal problems where the provisions of an indenture con-
flict with the provisions in the Act.

21

.

The annual report required of a trustee under the Trust
Indenture Act that the trustee remains qualified to act as
trustee should be eliminated in favor of reports only when a

trustee becomes unqualified .

Explanation : It is rare for trustees to become unqualified
to continue to act as trustee. Consequently, by changing the
current requirement of an annual report that the trustee _is

qualified to a periodic report if the trustee i^ not qualified
would reduce the paperwork burden on the private sector.

22. The SEC and the CFTC should continue to coordinate regulatory
requirements of the two agencies that affect entities registered
with or regulated by both agencies .

Explanation ; The two agencies have a large number of
individuals subject to dual registration with both the SEC and
CFTC. Consequently, the agencies should continue efforts to
fashion complementary registration systems, to eliminate dual
fingerprinting, and to share data for background investigations.
Legislation should be enacted to express Congressional policy to
promote common procedures where practicable, and to facilitate
elimination of the need for dual fingerprint submissions.
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2 3 . Eliminate duplicate forms or registration for broker-dealers
acting as investment advisers .

Explanation ; Under current law, broker-dealers registered
with the SEC must frequently also register a second time with the
SEC as investment advisers. This duplication should be eliminated
for SEC-registered broker-dealers. This could be done simply by
providing a single registration form for broker-dealers and
investment advisers.

2 4 . Eliminate investment adviser controls on individuals engaged
in generic financial planning .

Explanation ; Under current law, financial planners who give
generic portfolio composition advice ( e.g. , X% bank deposits, X%^

insurance, X%^ securities) but do not give advice regarding, or
receive compensation from the sale of, specific products, or have
discretionary control over client funds, must nonetheless register
as investment advisers under the Investment Advisers Act because
of the broad scope of the definition of investment advisers under
that Act. Persons who limit their activities to generic advice
of the kind described are not within the intent of the Act,
especially because they are not likely to commit any of the
abuses the Act was designed to prevent. Therefore, such finan-
cial planners should not be required to register under the Act.

25

.

Eliminate restrictions against mutual funds purchasing
shares of certain financial firms .

Explanation : Current outmoded blanket restrictions in the
Investment Company Act against purchases by investment companies
of shares of broker-dealers, investment advisers, and the parent
firms thereof ( e.g. , Sears, Prudential Insurance, American
Express) should be repealed. These restrictions are outdated now
that securities of such issuers are widely traded, and much
information is available about their businesses and financial
condition. Also the SEC has substantial experience in regulating
broker-dealers and investment advisers. This was not the case in
1940 when the restrictions were enacted. To prevent pyramiding,
limits could be placed on the amount of broker-dealer and invest-
ment adviser shares that an investment company could own. In
addition, to deal with conflicts of interest, acquisition of
securities issued by affiliated persons could be prohibited or
subjected to other limitations.

26

.

Streamline the exemption process under the Investment
Company Act of 1940 .

Explanation ; The process of granting exemptions under the
Investment Company Act should be streamlined to remove the
requirement for public notice and comment in every case. Most
exemptions are not controversial and are amply supported by
precedent. Publication of notice seldom elicits any responses.
Removing the notice requirements would eliminate unnecessary
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delays in the regulatory process and reduce costs and paperwork
burdens

.
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Description of Certification Program

1. Under new procedures, states would be able to seek
"certification" to assume specific federal supervisory
responsibilities for state-chartered banks or their holding
companies, either in whole or in part. For example,
certification could apply to responsibilities for:

a. Enforcement or examination, as well as
supervision; or

b. Certain types of issues (e.g. safety and soundness
reviews; consumer or other federal banking statutes; certain
types of bank holding company supervision, etc.).

2. Certification could also vary depending on the type of
banks covered. For example, certification could apply to banks
below a certain size, banks without foreign activities, non-
member banks, etc. Certification could also cover supervision of
different types of bank holding companies where the lead bank is
a state-chartered institution.

Schedule I describes possible certification options in
greater detail.

3. The certification program would be kept as flexible as
possible, with federal authorities under statutory direction to
transfer responsibilities to the state to the maximum degree
practicable and prudent. To the extent states are certified,
state authorities would exercise designated authorities for the
specified type or size of institutions, subject to the residual
regulatory authority and oversight of the FRB and insurance
authority of the FDIC. This residual authority would include
monitoring of state systems to enforce compliance with federal
laws

.

4. _ Regulations establishing criteria for different
"levels" of state certification would be adopted by a majority
vote of a committee consisting of the FBA, FRB and FDIC. The
FRB, in consultation with the FBA and FDIC, would act on specific
state applications to become certified and would determine the
level of certification. The FRB and each individual state would
agree on provisions for FRB oversight. The FDIC could veto any
certification for a state prior to approval by the FRB (and it

Such a transfer would, however, not go beyond a state's
request.

2
As used herein, the "level" of certification means such

things as the size or type of institution covered by
certification, either in terms of total assets or other factors.
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could recommend revocation of certification at any time) where it
determined undue risks to the insurance fund might be involved.

5. Before states could be eligible for certification of
holding company supervision, the state would be required to adopt
the BHCA or a statute with provisions not less stringent than the
BHCA (as amended by FIDA)

.

6. In supervising state holding companies state
authorities would be bound, both initially and on an ongoing
basis, by (i) the FBA laundry list and implementing regulations,
and (ii) the joint prudential standards of the FBA and FRB.

7. Certification standards for holding company regulation
could include such factors as state capability to supervise
out-of-state holding company activities and the aggregate size of
holding companies under state supervision (e.g. up to $500
million in assets or with solely intra-state non-banking
activities)

.

8. The FRB would be entitled to review all holding company
applications submitted to state authorities in a certified state.
The FRB could comment to state authorities on policy or legal
issues and would retain the right to disapprove decisions
inconsistent with federal law or regulations.

9. The FRB would maintain an oversight role and a right to
challenge (and disapprove) state interpretations of the BHCA that
are not consistent with those of the FBA or FRB.

10. All certifications would be subject to periodic renewal
(e.g. every 4-5 years), but the FRB would have the authority at
any time to limit or rescind certifications then in force due to
material changes in state supervisory programs or other relevant
circumstances. In the event the FRB decided to limit or revoke a
state's certification it would promptly notify the FBA and FDIC
of its actions.
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Examples of Possible Levels of Certification

In addition to those supervisory and regulatory functions which
may be immediately transferred to the States, the following might
also be done.

Illustrative "First Level" certification

1. Exclusive performance of onsite examinations for banks
under a specified asset size (e.g. $150 million)

.

2. Primary responsibility for prudential standards for
banks under a specified asset size (e.g. $150 million).

3. Small intra-state holding company applications (under a

specified asset size, e.g. $150 million assets total),
for activities on list and within capital guidelines
for bank holding companies.

4. Alternate year examination or other cooperative
arrangements for large banks.

5. Presumption to state comment on bank safety and
soundness and managerial considerations on applications
under the BHCA for holding companies below a specified
asset size (e.g. $150 million).

Illustrative "Second Level" certification

1. All intra-state mergers within capital guidelines.

2. All onsite examinations, with FRB presence in banks
with assets over $500 million.

3. State determination of applications under the BHCA
involving larger holding companies (e.g. up to $500
million)

.

4. Primary enforcement of FIRA and 23A.

Both bank and holding company responsibilities transferred
to the states under the certification program would be subject to
the residual federal oversight and authority described herein.
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